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This thesis will present the research in the use of the irregular pyramid structure in 
document image processing. The focus is in the segmentation and the extraction of textual 
components from binary, gray scale and color document images with mixed texts and 
graphics. The thesis presents our solution to address the common problem in handling 
documents with texts in varying sizes and orientations during the segmentation while most 
methods have assumed a Manhattan or a dominant skew document layout. The solution 
extends beyond the isolation of word groups to the identification of logical text groups (e.g. 
sentences) containing word groups with non-uniform orientations. It also presents an 
adaptive thresholding solution which does not require the pre-determination of a fixed local 
window size for the binarization of the gray scale textual objects. Finally the thesis 
discusses our solution in the segmentation of the textual regions from color document 
images where others have problem in the isolation of the textual component as a compact 
region. All the proposed solutions are based on the classical irregular pyramid framework 
with novel construction algorithms to adapt to the specific requirements in our document 
image analysis tasks. The key differences are in the design of the survivor and the child 
selection processes where alternative in the derivation of the surviving values and the 
utilization of the different selection criteria in varying applications are implemented. Our 
model also differs from the traditional pyramid formation process in the alteration of the 
processing objective on different pyramid levels where a same objective is applied to all 
levels in the traditional process. The thesis highlights many past methods, discusses their 
pros and cons and supports our proposed methods with various experimental results.    
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
Document image processing is a sub-field under the general image processing research 
arena. It focuses on the processing of document images where the existence of textual 
content is assumed. Although there may be graphical objects present, the emphasis is on the 
processing of the textual components.  
 
A document image can be defined as a static representation of a specific recorded 
instance of a transaction. It can be either in a hardcopy or a softcopy format. The former 
requires some form of scanning process to convert it into an electronic format. Unlike the 
majority of the ASCII documents, the contents are represented by a collection of pixels. 
Despite having some textual information within the document, the contents are merely 
groups of pixels. Just like its graphical counterpart in the document, it cannot be used in any 
indexing or searching tasks. In order to make use of such textual contents, the subject areas 
must be isolated and through some recognition processes converted into a searchable and 
editable format. The focus of our research is to explore the use of irregular pyramid model 
to isolate or extract such textual content. The task in the segmentation and the extraction of 
text from mixed text and graphic document images remains a very essential and important 
processing step. Many applications require and demand an efficient and accurate text 
segmentation and extraction technique in their processing. The applications can be classified 
as front-end processing or back-end processing. 
 
In the front-end processing category, the extracted textual content is put into immediate 
use by the application. The traditional applications like the extraction of postal code from an 
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envelop address block will be used immediately to direct the mail sorting machine to place 
the envelope into the correct bin. Such applications will require accurate and fast extraction 
and recognition of the textual content. The vehicle license plate recognition system used in 
car park payment management and the monitoring of container truck moving in and out of 
the sea port are some other applications in this category. The accurate identification of 
license plate numbers and the tracking of time of entering and leaving of the respective 
vehicles will allow correct processing of vehicle parking charges. The automatic tracking 
and recording of container track vehicle numbers will avoid tedious manual monitoring and 
traffic congestion at the gate. Reference [72] described such a number plate reading system. 
Some other similar applications are in road signs identification for unmanned vehicle 
navigation system and parts identification in factory automation. These applications share a 
common requirement to detect text in a real scene as described in [73, 74, 75, 76, 77]. Web 
page processing is another type of application under this category. Although the majority of 
the web contents can be extracted and searched through the analysis of the HTML code, text 
embedded in some of the graphical components are not within the reach of a normal search 
engine. Despite the availability to use the tag feature, most web designers never use it. As a 
result, important and key information placed within the image is non searchable by most 
search engines. In order to solve this problem, the embedded textual content must be 
identified, extracted and converted into a searchable format as mentioned in [78, 79, 80, 81, 
82, 83]. One common concern in this category of applications is the speed of segmentation 
and extraction. 
 
The second category pertains to those applications that require the extracted textual 
content for back-end processing. The process is usually done in batches and the content is 
captured and stored for later usage. Although speed is not as crucial as the previous 
category, the accuracy and the automation of the process is vital. The extracted content is 
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mainly for archiving, indexing and categorizing of large amount of document images for 
later processing, retrieval and searching purposes. There is a large group of applications 
under this category. The indexing in the digital image library, multimedia components 
database, geographical information system and video database require the prior extraction of 
textual content. As reported in some papers, image indexing based on text extraction is more 
effective than using object shape extraction which is more complex and computationally 
costly. As mentioned in Osamn Hori’s paper [86], the extraction of video text which 
contains meaningful information about the video contents can act as a keyword in video 
indexing for searching and categorization of video. Many other papers [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 
89, 90] also proposed their own methods in this area of applications. Besides the indexing 
applications, other applications such as the automatic engineering drawing scan-input 
system, form processing and the digitized manuscripts of old literatures also require 
efficient text segmentation and extraction method. The conversion of old engineering 
drawings into appropriate CAD format requires the separation of the textual and the 
graphical components. Several papers have proposed different methods for this task [91, 92, 
93, 94, 95, 96]. Form processing, as in [97, 98, 99], is another type of application under this 
category. It involves the scanning of filled-in forms, isolating the filled-in areas and finally 
extracting and recognizing the filled-in contents for processing. Wong et al [100] described 
such a system making use of the color content to aid the extraction of filled data from a 
standard form layout. The digitizing of old literatures [102, 103, 104, 105] where the target 
document images are frequently degraded also requires careful isolation of the textual 
component from the interference of noise regions. In [101] the author reported a system to 
convert rare and precious old literature manuscripts into a digitized format. The system 
converts the manuscript into both page image format and also in full text format to enable 
the viewing of literature in its original form and also the searching of literature based on the 
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full text format. Finally applications like the newspaper document analysis [106, 107, 108] 
and map interpretation [200] also require some form of textual segmentation activities. 
1.1 Motivation in Document Image Processing 
On the one hand, the analysis of the document images is a more restrictive form of 
general image processing, bounded within the document images domain. On the other hand 
it also requires a higher precision in terms of the processing due to the existence of the 
smaller target components and the closer proximity of the objects. A traditional document 
image processing system will involve many processes. Some are the pre-processing steps 
which include the filtering of noise, the correction of document skew, the binarization of 
gray scale input images or the quantization of color document images. The process will then 
be followed by the actual segmentation, the extraction and finally the categorization of 
image contents. The post processing steps will involve the preparation of the extracted 
content which is followed by the recognition process. Despite decades of studies by many 
proposed methods in handling these processes, they are still some existing problems which 
allow rooms for improvement. Some of the problems have been reported in numerous 
published surveys on document image processing [117, 132, 135, 142, 143, 146, 148, 155, 
170]. In this thesis we will focus only on those processes that we have suggested alternative 
solution to the problems. 
 
Most of the document image processing algorithm requires some form of skew correction 
before the actual segmentation. Although there are numerous proposed methods in 
performing skew correction, problems remain in terms of the accuracy and the strong 
assumptions requiring a dominant skew angle for the entire document or a common skew 
direction within the same text group. The presence of graphics also poses a great challenge 
among many skew correction methods. In the binarization of gray scale images which is a 
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frequent pre-processing step, the absence of bimodality in most input document images 
prevents an efficient use of global thresholding methods. Although more adaptation to the 
varying gray scale condition is achieved through the use of local adaptive thresholding 
technique, the requirement in the definition of a fixed local window size also constraints its 
application. Just like the binarization, color quantization is also a commonly use pre-
processing step in processing color document images. The purpose is the same as the 
binarization process to reduce the representing state of each pixel in the input image. But it 
differs from the binarization process in the resulting number of states which is more than a 
binary state. Although there are many proposed methods in dealing with color quantization, 
they may not be suitable for the purpose of textual segmentation. In this context the main 
aim of the quantization process is to reduce the representing states to as low a number as 
possible to ease the computational load and yet retain a sufficiently large enough states to 
maintain the richness in color for the actual segmentation task. The method must also be 
efficient enough and leave the detailed segmentation task to a later process. The majority of 
the existing methods are either very efficient but perform too much quantization or too 
precise and lack in the processing efficiency. 
 
There are three types of input document image. They are the binary, the gray scale and 
the color images. In the context of textual segmentation all three image types face some 
common challenges as well as difficulties peculiar to each individual type. The greatest 
challenge is in the processing of non-Manhattan layout documents. This is mainly due to the 
reliance on the utilization of the smearing and the XY-cutting concept which most methods 
use where the underlining assumption of these two approaches requires a horizontally 
aligned textual content. Although the Hough transform allows the estimation of the text 
orientation, its application is limited by the difficulty in the determination of an appropriate 
centre line and the angular steps in the analysis. Efficiency is also a general concern. The 
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most frequently used connected component analysis also encounters problems in the joined 
or broken character situation which has violated its fundamental objective to isolate 
individual characters. For the segmentation of text beyond the character level, most methods 
will need to employ again the smearing and the XY-cutting approaches. On top of the above 
mentioned problems, the requirement to perform detailed spatial analysis of the textual 
components in order to determine some type of inter-textual components distance threshold 
in all approaches also resulted in some rigidity in most methods. Document images with 
irregular text sizes, fonts and orientations always pose a problem for most of the existing 
methods. 
 
In the handling of gray scale document images, binarization is a widely used pre-
processing step in many methods. For document images with reverse text, binarization will 
not be suitable. There are also methods that perform direct segmentation from gray scale 
images capitalizing on the existence of multiple gray levels. Edge information is a popular 
achievable property from gray scale image and many direct segmentation methods utilize 
this information as the key factor to assist in the isolation of the textual content. Despite its 
popularity, difficulty arises in the determination of a suitable sensitivity level for the edge 
operator and the verification of the true edge point. Even after the correct extraction of the 
valid edge points, the alignment and the merging of the edge points for the isolation of 
textual region is still not an easy task. The assumption of a Manhattan document layout and 
the prior determination of inter-component spacing re-surface. Finally there are also 
methods that attempt to use the texture property to aid the segmentation task. High 
computational cost is the key problem in this category of segmentation method.  
 
Lastly we have the color document image type. Although among the three different 
image types the number of proposed methods in the color textual segmentation domain is 
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not as high as the other two types, the use of color in document images have slowly gained 
its popularity. Just like the gray scale images, color quantization is often used as a pre-
processing step attempting to reduce the number of color representations. Many color 
textual segmentation methods place a high emphasis on this pre-processing step trying to 
reduce the number of unique colors to a manageable number of color layers. Based on the 
generated color layers the same processing approaches (i.e. smearing, XY-cutting and 
connected component analysis) as in the binary or the gray scale images are applied to the 
respective color layers where the same problem in the requirement to have uniform 
horizontal document layout as discussed above exists. One new problem unique to this way 
of processing color images is the number of representing states. Due to the fact that color 
quantization is a category of feature-space based type of color segmentation/clustering 
method where the only consideration is within the color space and no spatial factor is used 
in the clustering process, very fragmented textual component is frequently the end product. 
As a result, a very intricate post-processing step is required to identify and merge 
components belonging to the same textual object. In order to solve this problem, there is a 
category of color segmentation methods that are based on domain. The main objective of 
these methods is the inclusion of spatial information while performing color clustering. In 
another words, both color and spatial factors are used at the same time while performing the 
textual segmentation. Nevertheless the majority of the proposed methods in the context of 
textual segmentation only attempt to incorporate some spatial information into a mainly 
feature-space based method. One of the main domain-based approaches is the region 
growing approach [207]. The advantage of this approach is the ability to take both color and 
spatial factors into consideration during region growing. Despite this benefit, it also suffers 
the problems of the sequential processing, the selection of suitable seed points and the 
determination of an appropriate growing criterion. A final difficulty that is shared by all 
color segmentation methods is the measurement of color distance. Till date there is still no 
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standard way in deriving an accurate color distance measurement. In view of the wide 
variety of color spaces and the subjectivity in determining the closest between colors, the 
task in measuring distance between colors gets even tougher.   
1.2 Motivation in Pyramid Structure 
Pyramid model has been around since the 1970’s. It is basically a data structure holding 
image content in multiple coarser versions on different pyramid levels. There is a wide 
range of models from a simple regular structure with static horizontal and vertical 
configuration to a fully flexible structure with deviation in both horizontal and vertical 
layout to fit the input content. There are some applications of the pyramid model in textual 
segmentation. The majority of them employ the regular pyramid structure. Most of these 
studies still require connected component analysis in binary image and thus the assumption 
of disjoint components still exits [31, 48]. The main problem as reported in [56] is in the 
rigidity of the structure. Problem arises when it is used to segment elongated and non-
uniform image objects. Although a later proposed linked regular pyramid model provides 
some flexibility in the vertical linkage, the inherited static horizontal layout from the regular 
model still restricts in its ability to adapt to the actual input content. The most flexible model 
is the irregular pyramid, but to the best of our knowledge there is yet any proposed method 
making use of such a model in textual segmentation. The majority of the irregular pyramid 
related papers mainly revolves around the structure and its formation issues. Not many have 
touched in the actual application of the structure. Only a few have attempted to apply the 
structure in the area of general segmentation. Most of these applications are just merely 
samples to illustrate the formation of the structure. The benefit of using the irregular 
pyramid model, especially in its local processing, hierarchical abstracting, content adapting, 
natural aggregating of image properties and the heuristic criteria application ability have yet 
to be explored in detail.  
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1.3 Our Contributions 
In view of all the above problems and motivations, this thesis will suggest and report a 
series of solutions for document image processing using irregular pyramid model. The focus 
is on the segmentation of the textual component from the three types of input document 
images (i.e. binary, gray scale and color). The following will highlight our contributions in 
solving problems in each type of the input document images. 
1.3.1 Binary Input Document Images 
Although the first solution is developed from the consideration of binary document 
images, the solution is fundamental and it applies to the remaining two image types as well. 
In this solution, we make no assumption in the physical document layout. The algorithm has 
the ability to process document images with text of varying sizes, fonts and orientations. 
This will include texts within the same text group, sentence or even word. The input 
document images are always assumed to contain graphical objects. The flexibility in 
handling such situations allows our algorithm to completely discard the skew correction pre-
processing step. The basic technique used in the segmentation is a bottom-up region 
growing approach from multiple seed points. No smearing, XY-cutting or Hough transform 
is utilized. As a result, the assumption of a Manhattan layout is no longer required. Our 
algorithm also does away with the connected component analysis. A major problem with the 
connected component method is that an extracted component may consist of multiple 
characters in the case of joined characters or fragments of a character in the case of broken 
character. This will create some complications during the recognition phase. On the 
contrary, our method will extract all components at the word’s level regardless of whether 
there are joined or broken characters and thus simplify the recognition task by focusing only 
on word’s recognition. The algorithm also extends beyond the word’s level to extract logical 
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groups of words (e.g. sentences) with the ability to handle even varying word sizes and 
orientations within the same group. Although our proposed method still requires the 
assumption of inter-characters spacing to be smaller than the inter-words spacing, the actual 
distance need not to be pre-determined. As a result no spatial analysis is required to 
determine any distance threshold. The bottom-up natural clustering of neighboring regions 
from pyramid level to level will allow the growing of the character fragments/strokes into 
words and the growing of words into sentences systematically and heuristically in a 
concurrent manner. Different portions of this solution are presented in our three publications 
[65, 66, 67] and the detailed algorithm is further described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.  
1.3.2 Gray Scale Input Document Images 
Based on the same ability to process non-Manhattan layout in binary input document 
images, we continue to explore the handling of gray scale images. Our solution to the 
binarization problem is based on the local adaptive method, but the requirement to have a 
fixed local window size as in the other local thresholding methods is not needed. Differing 
from the usual sequence of performing binarization before actual segmentation, our 
proposed solution will perform a rough segmentation of the textual component including 
some background areas surrounding each word’s contour forming a tightly bounded region. 
With all the isolated word regions, the algorithm will then perform binarization of the 
individual regions with the flexibility of using different thresholding methods for different 
regions. The binarization is achieved by using three simple thresholding methods and the 
best result is determined based on some deviation values. The final result is by combining 
the best binarized versions of the respective word regions.  The key contribution of this 
proposed method is dispensing with the need for a fixed local window size while enjoying 
the flexibility and the adaptability of local thresholding. This is done by the deferment of the 
binarization process after the segmentation of a rough target region to facilitate local 
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thresholding without the interference from the other non-target regions. Our method also 
provides an alternative to the filtering of noise at various appropriate stages of the algorithm. 
No edge or texture property is employed. The proposed method is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 6 and it is published in [70]. 
1.3.3 Color Input Document Images 
Unlike the majority of feature-space based methods that result in fragmented textual 
components, our proposed method utilizes a combination of feature-space based approach 
and domain-based approach. The former allows a fast clustering of “close” colors while the 
latter facilitates a detailed segmentation of the textual region. Our contributions are in five 
areas. The first is in the area of color measurement where a simple measurement method in 
the RGB color space is derived. The second is in the area of color quantization where an 
efficient method without the need for a color histogram is proposed. The third is in our 
region growing method where seeds are selected dynamically and repeatedly to suit the best 
local condition, which avoids the problem of having a fixed seed dominating the entire 
growing process. The problem of sequential processing encountered by the other region 
growing methods is also addressed by having multiple seeds to grow concurrently. The 
fourth area is in the adaptive determination of the growing criterion (i.e. closest color). 
Guarded against a largest possible color distance, each individual region will dynamically 
determine and compute its own color threshold to regulate the growing rate adapting to the 
varying local condition. The final contribution is a slight deviation from the color document 
images, where the ease in the alteration of some of the selection criteria allow the algorithm 
to also process gray scale document images. In contrast to the usual gray scale image 
processing, it allows the analysis of the varying gray scale component on different gray 
scale layers. This has enabled the processing of reverse text. It also avoids the complication 
in the analysis of neighboring components with different gray scale levels; especially when 
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the largest background region is isolated on a single layer. The solution is presented in 
Chapter 7 and it is published in [71]. 
1.3.4 Pyramid Structure 
A special irregular pyramid structure with novel construction algorithms is proposed in 
this thesis to tailor to the need of textual segmentation in document images. Our main 
contributions are in five areas. First, this is the first attempt to use irregular pyramid 
structure to enable natural grouping of texts. This dispenses with the need for connected 
component processing and spatial analysis used in the traditional approach. The second is in 
the design of the surviving value which is the key attribute used in the selection of the 
survivors or seed points. Depending on the various specific requirements, different 
surviving value derivations are proposed. We have explored using the regional mass (i.e. 
number of foreground area) in [65, 66, 67], the gray scale intensity variance in [70], the 
number of large neighbor in [70] and the number of eligible neighbors in [71]. Each has its 
unique purpose contributing towards the subsequent processes. The third area is in the 
survivor selection process which is a departure from the usual irregular pyramid 
construction by inhibiting the participation of non-promising regions. This proposed 
modification is also supported by a later paper in [69] by Jolion with a slightly different 
motivation in relaxing the survivor selection rules. The fourth is in the child selection 
process. An alternative approach that allows the survivor to initiate the selection process is 
proposed for specific applications of segmentation as reported in [65, 66, 67, 70] to achieve 
a more accurate segmentation result. The fifth area is in the adoption of the different 
processing objectives on different pyramid levels. This is in contrast to the universal 
objective across all pyramid levels in the traditional pyramid construction. This strategy has 
served well in providing independent but concurrent processing of different regions of 
document images in text segmentation. 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 
This thesis starts with the introduction of the importance and the various applications of 
document image processing, in particular textual segmentation. It is followed by the 
presentation of our research motivation in terms of document image processing and in the 
area of pyramid structure where some of the common problems faced by most of the 
existing methods are discussed. Chapter 2 will present the basic concept and construct of 
pyramid structure used in image processing. It will categorize and summarize the past 
literatures using pyramid structure in solving image processing problems. A general 
pyramid model is formally defined. Based on this model, the two main types of regular 
pyramid are described. Chapter 3 will focus on the irregular pyramid structure which is the 
main model we use in this thesis. The irregular pyramid construction process and some of 
the variations and considerations are discussed. The thesis continues to illustrate the use of 
the defined irregular pyramid model to solve problems faced in the segmentation of textual 
components from document images. It focuses on 4 main areas. Chapter 4 describes the first 
area which is the extraction of word components in varying sizes and orientations from 
binary document images where most methods have assumed horizontally alignment and 
constant size text. The work is published in [65, 66]. Chapter 5 talks about the second area 
which is the identification of logical grouping for document layout analysis. The work is 
published in [67]. Chapter 6 presents the third area which is the use of irregular pyramid to 
assist the adaptive thresholding of gray scale document images. This work is published in 
[70]. Finally Chapter 7 presents our solution in the extraction of texts from color document 
images as a compact region. This work is published in [71]. The thesis will finally discuss 
the issues of the storage requirement and the processing speed of using irregular pyramid in 
Chapter 8 and end with a conclusion and future directions in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 2  
Pyramid Structure 
In this chapter we will introduce the basic concept of pyramid structure, the benefits and 
the various existing applications of the structure. In order to have a common ground to 
discuss the various pyramid structures, a generalized pyramid model is formally defined. 
The chapter will then continue to describe the various types of pyramid models where their 
pros and cons are discussed. 
2.1 Basic Concept of Pyramid Structure 
Pyramid is a form of image data structure that is used to hold the image content in 
multiple resolutions. The original image content is represented in successive levels of 
reduced resolution. Starting from the pyramid base holding the original image, each higher 
pyramid level holds a representative set of the image content of the lower level with a 
coarser resolution. Based on a suitable control of the reduction or contraction criteria, an 
image can be appropriately reduced in terms of its resolution and yet able to maintain the 
key content of the image. As a result the contraction process is also an abstraction or a 
summarization process. The abstraction of the content will continue until the pyramid apex, 
which becomes a single element. The spatial relationship among all pyramid elements are 
maintained either implicitly or explicitly during the formation process. Each element is 
aware of its direct surrounding neighboring elements and a group of elements on the 
immediate lower pyramid level that it represents. The former is the horizontal or the 
neighborhood relationship and the later is the vertical or the parent-child relationship. Based 
on these relationships, a 2-dimensional hierarchical structure is formed.  
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From the data content point of view, as described in [56], each pyramid data point can be 
interpreted as a measurement at a discrete point on the image plane or it can be treated as a 
representation of a region that partitions the image domain. From the application point of 
view, there are also two interpretations of the pyramid structure application abilities. The 
first is the decimating or the abstraction ability of the pyramid structure. A large image can 
be decimated into smaller sizes with lower resolutions which are equivalent to the 
summarization of image content into multiple versions with progressive abstraction. This 
has realized the possibility of processing the image in varying resolutions to increase 
computation efficiency and decrease analysis complexity. Due to the smaller image size, 
fewer computational steps are required. Appropriate resolution level can be selected to meet 
a specific analysis requirement depending on the level of details. The structure also allows 
fast identification of the target regions on a low resolution level to be followed by a more 
elaborate processing of the target regions at the higher resolution. The processing can also 
be done on multiple resolution levels and merge the outcomes at the end to yield the best 
result.  
 
The second is the application of the “growing” ability. Although the pyramid structure 
formation is traditionally viewed as a decimation process, it can also be viewed as a growing 
process. Instead of focusing on the surviving elements on each pyramid level, the attention 
can be repositioned to the actual region represented by each surviving element. They are the 
regions formed by traversing down the parent-child link of each surviving element to the 
base pyramid level holding the original image. On each pyramid level the selection of the 
representative set to form the higher pyramid level are equivalent to the selection of seeds 
and the parent-child linkage is comparable to the growing of seeds. As we move up the 
pyramid levels smaller regions are grown by merging with neighboring regions to become 
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larger regions. With an appropriate definition of the representative set selection criteria and 
the parent-child linkage conditions, multiple regions can grow and merge concurrently 
within the structure towards the final and target configuration. This process is further 
illustrated in figures 1 to 4 where the elements on each pyramid level represented by the 
white spots and the image regions covered by the elements represented by various colors are 
super-imposed. On pyramid level 1 (i.e. Figure 1) there are 35 pyramid elements where each 
represents a small fragment of the word “gate”. As we move to pyramid level 2 (i.e. Figure 
2) only 11 out of the 35 elements from level 1 are selected to survive on this level. In 
contrast to the decreasing number of pyramid elements, the actual regions on the base 
pyramid level represent by each surviving elements grow in terms of the regional size. This 
process continues on pyramid level 3 and eventually the entire word “gate” is formed on 
pyramid level 4 represented by a single pyramid element. The number of pyramid elements 
and the surviving elements onto the next pyramid level are shown in Table 1.  
 








Figure 3. Pyramid level 3 Figure 4. Pyramid level 4 
 
Table 1. The gate image 
Pyramid levels Number of elements Number of survivors 
0 744 35 
1 35 11 
2 11 4 
3 4 1 
4 1 0 
 
2.2 Application of Pyramid Structure 
As early as 1971, researchers have already started to utilize the pyramid structure in 
saving processing time by working on the reduced resolution image. The savings in the 
processing time is clearly shown by Andelson et al [7] where the convolution with large 
weighting kernel can be simulated with the convolution in multiple reduced image 
resolutions. The computational saving also arises from the reduced analysis complexity in 
coarser images. The structure has provided the ability to handle problems at different levels 
of detail as explained in [13].  
 
Pattern matching and plan-guided analysis and searching are two of the application 
examples that fully exploit these advantages. In pattern matching, the identification of a 
specified pattern can be done at a lower image resolution. As reported in [7] even with the 
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application of the match on all higher pyramid levels (i.e. except the base level) the cost is 
only one third that of searching on the original image. In another paper [9], the linked 
regular pyramid is used to perform region matching where the authors have shown that the 
approach is more robust than the standard moment-based method. This is also true in plan-
guided searching applications where more efficient searching can be done with the pyramid 
structure. This is achieved by constraining the search area by first identifying those potential 
regions on a higher pyramid level which have a lower computation cost with a lower image 
resolution. More detailed analysis can then be performed on the lower pyramid level with 
higher resolution within the areas indicated by the results of the previous identification. This 
application is discussed in [7, 14, 16, 48, 77].  
 
The structure also enables the processing of each pyramid level independently yielding 
different results and the outputs from the various levels can be integrated to complement 
each other shortfall to create a robust final result. Wu et al [138] describe the formation of a 
regular pyramid structure to assist the extraction of major edges in textual components. Each 
resolution level facilitates the filtering of varying degree of noises and the identification of 
edges belonging to the different text fonts and sizes. The outputs from the various pyramid 
levels are then combined to produce the final result. 
 
Noise filtering is another advantage which is an inherited property of the pyramid 
structure.  The structure has a natural ability in noise reduction during the image contraction 
process due to the low-pass filtering effect. In [7], the Laplacian pyramid is used in the 
removing of random noise. In [12] Jolion et al attempt to use the linked regular pyramid in 
processing images with low signal-to-noise ratios. On the same path, the structure is 
frequently used in the image smoothing application. Interesting smoothing result is obtained 
in [2] while maintaining clear boundary contrast among regions. Smoothing only occurs 
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within the interior of the region. As compared to the traditional smoothing operations this is 
difficult to achieve.  
 
Because of the hierarchical construct of the structure, the pyramid structure is amenable 
to concurrent and parallel processing. Many pyramidal computer architecture systems [9, 10, 
16] are introduced and described which allow concurrent formation of the pyramid structure. 
This has enabled the deployment of the pyramid structure in those applications that require 
real time tracking of moving objects. Tan and Martin [10] describe such a tracking system 
by processing the object concurrently in multiple non overlapping local windows within the 
traditional regular pyramid structure  
 
The final most important property of a pyramid structure is in its local processing ability. 
The analysis and interpretation of global features can be achieved by local information 
accumulation and collection with the ability to even retain spatial relationship in the 
representation. Global objective is attained through local adaptation. This has permitted fast 
detection and extraction of global structures from an image which is a key requirement in 
image segmentation. The paper in [11] analyzes and describes the use of simple regular 
pyramid structures in the detection of global structures like similarity (i.e. bimodality), 
proximity (i.e. compact regions), continuation (i.e. smooth curves) and closure (i.e. blobs 
and ribbons) in binary images. Many proposed methods [1, 4, 5, 6] have based on this 
property to implement image segmentation algorithm. The method in [7] uses it in the 
estimation of the integrated property of a local region (i.e. texture). 
 
In addition to the above mentioned applications, the structure is also used in the 
construction of image mosaics as in [7] where the objective is in the joining of different 
images with smooth boundary. It is also used to create realistic looking images [8]. Data 
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compression is another application which capitalizes on the ability of the structure in the 
systematic reduction of image data points [7]. 
2.3 The Pyramid Model 
This section will define a formal pyramid model. The model is generalized to represent 
different types of pyramid structure. All subsequent sections will base on this model for the 
discussion of the various issues.  
 
The input document image is represented by a series of pixels arranged in a rectangular 
coordinate of rows and columns (i.e. r and c). The total number of rows represents the image 
height while the width of the image is divided into columns. For easy reference, the row and 
column of each pixel are transformed into a unique index (i.e. p) calculated as shown below. 




Depending on the image format (i.e. binary, gray scale or color) each pixel p is associated 
with an intensity attribute Yp, which can either be a single value or a vector of values. For a 
binary image the value of the attribute is either 0 or 1. For a gray scale image the value will 
typically fall into a range of 0 to 255. In the color image it is a combination of a triplet red, 
green and blue intensity, each normally having a range of 0 to 255. In this report we will 
treat 0 as the black intensity while 255 representing the white intensity.  
  =   
  =   
( , ) = 
 *
 *
r 0 to imght 1
c 0 to imgwd 1
img r c
p r imgwd c
0 p imght imgwd
−⎧⎪ −⎪⎨ = +⎪⎪ ≤ <⎩
 (1) 
 C0 C1 C2 C3 
R0 0 1 2 3 
R1 4 5 6 7 
R2 8 9 10 11 
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 gray scale = [ ] where 
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In a pyramid model the input image is represented in successive layers of pyramid levels 
as shown in equation 3. Each pyramid level Li will hold a set of data points Di,j with j 
ranging from 1 to Ni representing the total number of data points on the pyramid level i. The 
pyramid base L0 will have N0 number of data points equal to the total number of pixels in 
the original input image. By the application of a transformation function, the lower pyramid 
data points are transformed into a smaller set of data points on the higher pyramid level. The 
higher pyramid level Li+1 will hold a proper subset of the data points from the lower level Li. 
From a strict data structure point of view, no new data point is created or introduced. A 
representative set of data points from the lower pyramid level i are selected to form the data 
set Di+1,j of the higher pyramid level i+1. This reduction in data points (i.e. Ni+1<Ni) from a 
pyramid level to another level will continue as we move closer and closer to the pyramid 
apex. This process of pyramid size reduction will continue until either the pyramid apex 
where there is only 1 data point (i.e. full pyramid structure) or some intermediate pyramid 
level (i.e. a tapered pyramid with a flat top). The later will have to be determined through 
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In order to select the list of data points to be used for the next higher pyramid level, a 
surviving function is used as shown in equation 4. The selected data point is also known as 
the survivor. Data point Di,j on level i will survive to become a data point Di+1,k on level i+1 
if it satisfies a ‘survive’ function. Both Di,j and Di+1,k can be viewed as the same vector data 
point having the same unique pixel index pd  (i.e. pointing to the same position in the 
original input image), which will be elaborated in the following paragraph. 
 
The pyramid data point Di,j, which differs from the image data point (i.e. pixel) 
associating only with an intensity value Y, is associated with a vector of attributes. There are 
two types of attribute. One is the unique attribute that will remain unique and unchanged 
from a pyramid level to another level. The other is the collective or derived attribute, which 
maintains and holds the collective value of a group of image regions formed by multiple 
pixels. The former enables the propagation of exclusive image information through the 
pyramid levels and the later allows the abstraction and encapsulation of image information. 
Among the many possible attributes, the pixel index pd , the intensity value yd , the area ad , 
the neighborhood list bd  and the children list cd  are some of the common ones. Except for 
pd  which is a unique attribute, reflecting the absolute position of the pyramid data point in 
the original image, the remaining are the collective attributes that will vary from a pyramid 
level to another pyramid level reflecting the collective status of the data point. The purpose 
of having the pixel index attribute pd  is to allow the unique identification of all surviving 
data points on every pyramid level with respect to the original image. As the degree of 
image abstraction increases with lower resolution (i.e. on the higher pyramid level) where 
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the exact boundary of image objects are lost, this attribute becomes an essential linkage 
between the abstract and the original image versions. 
 
Among the collective attributes, the neighborhood list bd  and the children list cd  are the 
most essential in maintaining the pyramid structure. The purpose of the neighborhood list is 
to maintain a list of neighboring data points on the same pyramid level. Both are vector 
attributes as defined in equation 5. The neighborhood list ,
b
i jd  will contain all surrounding 
data points qα  that are adjacent to Di,j  and share a common border. The children list will 
allow linkage of data points in two consecutive pyramid levels. Any data points rβ  on the 
immediate lower pyramid level Li-1 that fulfills the criteria as a child of Di,j is maintained in 
the children list. The number of adjacent neighbors Nb and the number of children Nc will 
vary on different pyramid levels and according to the type of pyramid structure. These two 
attributes can be maintained as a simple array list holding the unique index number of the 
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Two other frequently used collective attributes are the intensity attribute yd  and the area 
attribute ad  as described in equation 6.  The intensity value of a data point on a pyramid 
level is obtained by considering the intensity of its children data points (i.e. βr) on a lower 
pyramid level through some type of averaging function. Just like the intensity attribute, the 
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The attributes mentioned above are just some of the common ones. The exact number and 
the type of attributes will vary according to the type of pyramid (e.g. regular or irregular) 
and the kind of abstraction detail required by different applications. Theoretically, we can 
have as many attributes as it is required. Nevertheless, there is a trade-off between the 
storage requirement and the detail of abstraction. More attributes mean more detailed image 
information can be held. But more attributes also translates into higher storage cost.  
 
While the pyramid structure is physically reducing the number of representative data 
points of the image on each successive higher pyramid level, the existence of the collective 
attributes enables the abstraction of key image information. Instead of holding and 
analyzing the full size image, the pyramid structure provides an environment to heuristically 
abstract the required image information into a smaller size for analysis.  
2.4 Types of Pyramid Structure 
They are many types of pyramid structure. The two main categories are the regular and 
the irregular pyramid structure. In terms of the structural layout, the regular pyramid is 
always assumed to be a square layout/array with an equal number of rows and columns. 
Although the original input image may not be in any rectangular configuration (i.e. length 
<> width), the processing fundamental is based on a square grid. There are different ways in 
treating the image boundary for those input images with unequal dimensions. In contrast, an 
irregular pyramid structure cannot be defined by the dimension of a rectangular array. Due 






the structure according to an overall dimensional width or length of the image. Nevertheless, 
both types of pyramid structures follow the same general formation process which involves 
three main components. They are the input image iL , an output image i 1L +  and a 
transformation function T . Using the pyramid data points on the lower level as the input, 
the transformation function will produce a smaller number of data points on the next higher 
pyramid level.  
( )  i 1 i i 1 iL T L where L L+ += <  (7) 
2.4.1 Traditional Regular Pyramid 
There are many variations of regular pyramid. The simplest kind is the traditional or non-
overlapping regular pyramid structure. The structure and the size of the square array on each 
pyramid level will depend on a reduction ratio (i.e. R). R is defined as the number of times 
of reduction in terms of the dimension (i.e. length or width) of the square grid. Figure 5 
shows the schematic of a pyramid structure with four pyramid levels. With a reduction ratio 
of 2, the dimension and the size of the image on each pyramid level are shown in Table 2. 
The dimension of the square grid on pyramid level i is R times longer than the dimension on 
level i+1. The image size Ni on pyramid level i is 2R  times larger than the image size Ni+1 
on level i+1.  





Figure 5. Schematic of a pyramid structure 
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3 1 x 1 1 
2 2 x 2 4 
1 4 x 4 16 
0 8 x 8 64 
 
 
In this structure any non-boundary pyramid data point on an arbitrary pyramid level i, 
excluding the base and the top pyramid levels, will have a definite 2R  number of children 
on level i-1 and a single parent on pyramid level i+1. Figure 6 shows the array layout for the 
pyramid levels 1, 2 and 3 of the same example as above. As shown by the color and the 
alphabet  in each cell, a data point on level i (i.e. middle array) has four children on level i-1 
(i.e. left array) and a single parent on level i+1 (i.e. right array). This transformation process 
can be viewed as a mapping process by shifting a local window enclosing groups of 
neighboring pixels across the lower pyramid image in a non-overlapping manner to produce 
the data points on the higher pyramid level. 
 
a a b b        
a a b b   a b   T 
c c d d   c d    
c c d d        
Figure 6. Regular pyramid structure on three levels (left: i-1, middle: i, right: i+1) 
 
With this regular layout, the exact position of every parent/survivor, child and neighbor 
within the square grid can be defined precisely. As a result there is no requirement to 
explicitly create any physical linkage or maintain any children or neighbors list. The data 
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points on each pyramid level will only have a simple attribute list. They are the unique pixel 
attribute and the intensity attribute. Depending on how the pyramid formation algorithm is 
constructed, the value of the unique pixel attribute can either be derived as and when is 
required or retained within the attribute list of each data point. 
 
{ }, , , ,   p yi j i j i jD d d= uuurur  (8) 
 
The pyramid formation process in this structure is a direct application of a simple 
transformation function. Based on the parent-child relationships arrangement, the content of 
a data point on the higher pyramid level is defined by the content of its group of children on 
the lower pyramid level. The parent’s intensity value is derived through the application of a 
transformation function with the intensities of the children as the input. In [165] where the 
subject is the binary image, the authors utilize an OR-bit operation as the transformation 
function where the binary state of the data point on the higher pyramid level is determined 
by “oring” the binary states of all its children on the lower level. A black pixel appears on 
level i+1 if any of its children on level i is a black pixel. In gray scale images, the most 
commonly used transformation function is an averaging function where the average of the 
children intensity values will become the parent’s intensity. This can be done with simple 
averaging [10] or a more elaborate averaging method with a Gaussian-like weighting 
function as in [7, 8].  
 
In [7, 8] the authors introduce the Gaussian pyramid which is basically the traditional 
regular pyramid constructed by convoluting the lower pyramid level with a weighting 
function to produce the higher level. Capitalizing on the regularity of the traditional regular 
pyramid structure, the authors demonstrate the formation of Laplacian pyramid by the 
subtraction of successive Gaussian pyramid levels assisted by a series of “reduce” and 
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“expand” operations. A distributed tracking system based on the traditional regular pyramid 
structure is described in [10]. The use of multiple processing elements in the formation of 
the pyramid structure in parallel is demonstrated. Another method in [16] proposes a 
pyramidal computer architecture based on the traditional regular pyramid structure. The 
structure is used to perform segmentation of gray scale images by binarizing the image 
through recursive bottom-up detection of the bimodality within non-overlapping local 
window. The segmentation task is achieved by image thresholding.  
 
A different application of the pyramid structure is proposed in [77], which utilizes the 
structure in isolation of background region in outdoor images. The method tries to estimate 
the dominant background color through the averaging effect in removing all foreground 
colors while building the pyramid structure bottom-up. With the derived background color 
threshold, the method will perform a top-down background labeling process by recursively 
analyzing the colors of all children. No further splitting will occur when a child region is 
labeled as a confirmed background region. The objective in the separation of foreground and 
background regions is achieved through the process. The paper proposed in [48] also utilizes 
such a bottom-up summarization of content, followed by a top-down traversal of the 
pyramid structure in the identification of text block in document (i.e. newspaper) layout 
analysis using the regular pyramid model. 
 
Among all types of pyramid structure, the traditional regular pyramid is the most efficient 
in terms of the formation process. This is mainly due to the regularity of the structure where 
all the structure parameters are constant and derivable. This has enabled the process to be 
highly parallel and resulted in many parallel systems based on this structure. Nevertheless it 
is also the most inflexible structure when it is used in image segmentation. Due to the 
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rigidity in the horizontal (i.e. neighbors) and the vertical (i.e. parent-child) relationships, this 
structure will have problem segmenting regions with very irregular shapes and sizes. 
2.4.2 Overlapped or Linked Regular Pyramid 
The second type of regular pyramid is the overlapped or linked regular pyramid. The 
fundamental structure is the same as the traditional regular pyramid where the layout on 
each pyramid level is also assumed to be a square grid with equal contraction along both 
sides of the dimension. This will result in the same approach to reduce the image size in 
successive pyramid levels according to a reduction ratio R as shown in Table 2.  The main 
difference is in the requirement to maintain an explicit parent-child linkage. Unlike the 
traditional regular pyramid where the parent-child relationships are implicitly defined within 
the structure, the change in the transformation process results in various possibilities in 
linking the children and parent data points. Instead of mapping the local window across non-
overlapping groups of data points, the process will map the data points in an overlapping 
manner. This will not only alter the number of children, but will also increase the number of 
possible parents. Depending on the degree of overlap, the number of children and parents 
will vary. The commonly used 50% overlap (i.e. span=2) regular pyramid structure has 16 
children and four potential parents. Figure 7, which is adapted from [9], shows an instance 
of the mapping layout (i.e. not a complete pyramid level). An arbitrary data point “1” (i.e. 
yellow color) on the higher pyramid level is derived by transforming a group of 16 children 
on the lower pyramid level indicated by using the same color and index number “1”. A 
second data point “2” on level i+1 is obtained by also taking 16 children on level i, but it 
will overlap 50% of the region covered by the children of data point “1”. This will again 
apply to data point “3” and data point “4”. Due to this overlapping of the children regions, 
each data point on the lower level will now has four potential parents on the higher level. 
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Only one of this higher pyramid level data points (i.e. the right array in Figure 7) will be 
eventually selected as the parent of the children. 
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Figure 7. A 50% overlap regular pyramid structure (i.e. left: level i, right: level i+1)  
showing parent-children relationships 
 
In this layout the position of all neighbors and children are still derivable. But the 
location of the parent will vary depending on which of the four higher level data points are 
selected as the parent. In order to maintain this varying information, more pyramid data 
point attributes are added. The new additions are the father attribute ,
f
i jd  and the area 
attribute ,
a
i jd . The former will indicate the actual selected parent on the higher level and the 
later will retain the accumulated area of all children on the lower pyramid level.  
 
{ }, , , , , ,    ,    ,   p y f ai j i j i j i j i jD d d d d= uuuruuur  (9) 
 
Unlike the traditional regular pyramid, this structure has a more elaborate transformation 
function.  The function involves an iterative process which attempts to locate the closest 
parent for each child. In the following illustration, we will use the minimal gray scale 
intensity variance to define closeness. There are three key processes. The first is the initial 
estimate for the intensity value of each data point on the higher pyramid level where the 
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original parent-child relationship is used. The intensity value of each data point ,i 1 kD +  on 
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The second process is the identification of the closest parent and the re-adjustment of the 
parent-child linkage. For each data point on the lower pyramid level the intensity variation 
between the child ,i jD  and each of the four parents sδ  are examined and the lowest variance 
is identified as shown in equation 11. The process will link the child to the new parent (i.e. 
updates the child’s father attribute ,
f
i jd ). In situation where there is more than one parent 
with the minimum variance, the child will maintain the existing linkage if one of the minima 
is the old parent or else it will pick any of the minimum parents in random. The third 
process is to re-compute the intensity and the area attribute of all data points on the higher 
pyramid level by following the new linkages. The second and the third processes will iterate 
until there are no more changes in the linkage. In [1] ten iterations are reported to reach the 
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In [1] the authors first introduce such a pyramid structure where they called it the linked 
pyramid structure to perform segmentation and smoothing of gray scale images. Interesting 
smoothing effect is achieved where smoothing only occurs within the interior of an image 
region and yet maintaining sharp image region boundary contrast against the background. 
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As compared to the normal smoothing operation by indiscriminately applying the averaging 
function to all pixels, the structure enables the isolation of homogenous regions and 
constraints the smoothing only within the interior of the isolated region. The similar group 
of authors present another paper in [2], focusing on the image smoothing process and 
suggest some variations in the initiation of the average intensity for the parent, the selection 
of parents, ties resolution, processing sequencing and the top level node or root node 
analysis to improve the transformation process in [1]. A modified version of [1] is also 
introduced by using weighted linking. The same structure is also used to perform image 
object boundary extraction in [3] by detecting and linking edges on successive pyramid 
levels.  
 
A few observations are noted in this type of regular pyramid structure. The first is the 
disappearance or integration of non prominent regions (i.e. either in terms of size or 
intensity) into the background. Although the authors in [1] argue that such regions are most 
likely to be noises, they can also be valid regions. In [2] this effect is solved by changing the 
size and the layout of the children pixels used to obtain the initial estimate of the parent’s 
gray scale intensity before the iteration by using non-overlapping group of 4x4 pixels. 
Despite the change, problem remains if a region lies in between two sets of four overlapping 
windows. If either both or a portion of the region is the minority within its respective 
averaging 4x4 window, the averaging effect will completely wipe the region off from 
further representation on the higher pyramid level. The problem is also reported in [4] as the 
island problem. 
 
The second is the spatial discontinuity of the segmented regions where a single pyramid 
data point may represent multiple non-connected image objects. This is due to the high 
emphasis on the gray scale intensity homogeneity and the design in allowing regions that are 
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of some distance apart to group under the same parent as long as both are “close” in their 
intensity values. If the non-connected image objects are all standalone unique regions then 
such hierarchical representation is still acceptable. By appropriate top-down pyramid 
traversal, the regions are still extractable. Problems occur when fragments of the same 
image object are grouped under different parents which will happen in situation as described 
in the second observation. Further analysis and clustering of regions are required to identify 
the image object. This problem is also illustrated in [14] as the connectivity problem.  
 
The final observation is the determination of the number of segments. Due to the rigidity 
of the structure where there is a fixed number of data points on each pyramid level. 
Regardless of the actual number of homogenous segments in the input image, the resulting 
number of segments on each pyramid level is always the same (i.e. 1, 4, 16, 64 and etc.). A 
prior knowledge of the number of segments is required in order to stop at the correct 
pyramid level for the extraction. Although some alternatives are suggested in [2], the 
requirement to know the number of region types in advance remains. As reported in [14] 
this limitation in the number of maximal roots will get worst as the image size increases. 
 
Despite the observed problems as shown above, the flexibility of the linked regular 
pyramid structure as compared to its unlinked counterpart has attracted a lot of attentions 
and resulted in numerous publications. The majority of the proposed methods attempt to 
modify the basic linked regular pyramid structure as described above, either aiming to solve 
some of the problems as observed or suggesting new applications of the structure. 
 
Reference [4] also reports some of the problems as observed earlier. Modification to the 
linked pyramid is suggested to use unforced linking where data points are allowed to stand 
alone without any parent if certain standard deviation value is not achieved. This will allow 
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the formation of root nodes on any pyramid level. Clustering algorithm is then applied to 
complete the segmentation task. In [5] further modification is done to the original linked 
pyramid structure by introducing weight that takes into consideration of the geometrical 
closeness between regions to derive the average intensity of the parent data points. Another 
modification is introduced in [6] by using both gray scale and edge information to produce 
three pyramid representation to achieve the final segmentation of the compact region. In a 
later year, a group of authors re-examine the linked pyramid structure in the context of 
region matching [9] where their approaches vary in the bounding of the number of iterations 
for the closest parent and the provision to prevent linking of non connected components. 
Reference [13] addresses the image boundary problem that occurs in all regular pyramids 
(i.e. pixels along the image border that cannot fit into the fixed mapping window). The 
solution is by increasing the overlap span at the last few iterations for the nearest parents. 
The paper also suggests ways in using a gray scale level and size threshold in the detection 
of root node. In [12] a modified version of the linked pyramid is used in the segmentation of 
images with very low signal-to-noise ratio. The literature in [15] also makes use of the 
structure in the detection and delineation of dot clusters by combining several segmentation 
results of the shifted version of the cluster. 
 
As compared to the traditional regular pyramid, this structure has added the flexibility in 
the vertical relationships to allow parent-child linkages. This has enabled a better adaptation 
to the homogeneity criteria required in segmentation. Nevertheless the configuration of 
having a fixed horizontal relationship still results in some problems preventing its effective 
use for general image segmentation. Further problems are reported in [14]. The authors have 
illustrated the inability of the structure to segment objects of varying shapes and sizes; 
especially elongated objects. The shift-variant problem also prohibits such structure from 
being used as a general segmentation algorithm. 
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Chapter 3  
Irregular Pyramid 
In this chapter we will first review the two irregular pyramid models and some of the 
subsequent variants. As all existing irregular pyramid models were not designed for 
document image analysis, we will next propose a general framework of irregular pyramid 
for the use in text analysis in document images. Detailed mechanisms for the pyramid 
construction will be discussed. This framework will provide the ground work for subsequent 
research in the text segmentation in binary, gray scale and color document images. The 
discussions in the ensuing chapters on these research issues are built up on this ground work. 
Unlike the regular pyramid, irregular pyramid has attracted less attention in the research 
community. There are only a handful of proposed unique irregular pyramid models. There 
are also not many applications making use of the irregular pyramid structure. The two basic 
models are the stochastic and the adaptive irregular pyramid models. They have very similar 
pyramid formation process. The key difference is in the assignment of the surviving value 
for the decimation or the survivor selection process. The former utilizes a uniformly random 
number while the later derives the value from the image content. They are also other 
variants of these two models with slight variations in the pyramid formation process. 
3.1 Types of Irregular Pyramid 
The first irregular pyramid, known as the stochastic image pyramid, was proposed by 
Meer in 1989 [52]. The main objective is in the establishment of a pyramid model which 
requires only local information to enable parallel processing. The model makes use of the 
assignment of uniformly distributed random number to each data point to enable the 
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selection of local maxima data points (i.e. survivors) from the lower pyramid level to form 
the sampling grid of the higher pyramid level. The introduction of the local maxima concept 
with the criteria that no two neighbors survive together and that at least one survivor exists 
in the neighborhood of a non-survivor becomes the basis for the survivor selection process 
in all later irregular pyramid models. The idea of the non-survivors linking to the largest 
neighboring survivor (i.e. having the highest random number or surviving value) is also a 
frequently adopted convention in subsequent models. The main problem with this method, 
as pointed out by some of the later papers [14, 53, 55] is in its requirement to change the 
status of the initial selected survivors in order to meet the two local maxima selection 
criteria. 
 
Based on the concept of the stochastic image pyramid, Montanvert et al [53, 55], 
conceptualized the irregular pyramid formation as a graph contraction problem where the 
selected vertices forming the higher pyramid level constitute the maximum independent set. 
Their work establishes the detailed pyramid construction steps and utilizes two binary state 
variables to address the need to make further adjustment to the status of the selected 
survivors as in the stochastic pyramid. Just like the stochastic image pyramid, the selection 
of the survivors is based on a stochastic decimation process using a random number. It 
differs from the previous model with the addition of a class criterion. The definition of class 
facilitates the survivor selection process where only neighbors of the same class can 
participate in the evaluation of the local maxima. This criterion also applies to the child 
selection process. The allocation of the non-survivors to a survivor will depend on two 
conditions. First, the survivor is the largest if there is more than one survivor in the 
neighborhood. Second, both non-survivor and survivor nodes must be of the same class. 
This modification has enabled the application of the model to segment binary and gray scale 
images. The paper also reveals several key problems faced by the model. The use of 
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different class definitions will directly affect the rate of convergence (i.e. pyramid 
contraction rate). The random selection of survivors yields varying sub-graphs and thus 
produces non-deterministic final results. The paper also discusses the problem in the merger 
of potentially “suitable” roots that may represent different homogenous regions. For the last 
problem the authors have analyzed various alternative solutions and proposed an evaluation 
method to examine the derived threshold value in successive pyramid levels for the 
determination of the root node.  The uniqueness of this model is in its survivor and child 
selection which will depend on the outcome of a random value. 
 
An alternative to the stochastic model is the adaptive irregular pyramid model proposed 
by Jolin and Montanvert [57] where the main difference is in the assignment of the 
surviving value. Instead of using a uniformly distributed random number as the surviving 
value, the model utilizes an interest operator to derive the surviving value from the image 
content. This has enabled the authors to apply one of the organizational principles such as 
the grouping by similarity. The paper uses the gray level variance as the surviving value. 
The survivor selection will be based on the determination of local minima of gray level 
variance. Once all such local minima are determined, the child selection process will start by 
allocating the non-survivors to a survivor with the closest mean gray level. The main idea in 
this model is to locate the least variance area in the image, which is usually the interior core 
region of an object, and to slowly allow the surrounding higher variance regions to join the 
core region as its children. This model has moved away from the stochastic nature of the 
previous model and allows a more directed pyramid construction process towards specific 
requirements by mean of content-based survivor and child selection.  
 
In addition to the above works, Montanvert and Bertolino [58] also attempted to tackle 
the segmentation issue within the pyramid model as a region merging process where similar 
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adjacent regions, represented by neighboring vertices, are merged. The method also utilized 
the stochastic model in its decimation process with the help of a similarity measure 
according to the gray scale differences among adjacent vertices. The authors carried a step 
further to incorporate the contour information into the pyramid formation process for the 
segmentation task. Finally the paper has suggested an iterative process to measure the 
segmentation result on each pyramid level by computing the quadratic error between the 
pixels of the formed region and the pixels of the original image. The process can be repeated 
with varying Maximum Independent Set until the best result is obtained. 
 
A generalized segmentation method utilizing irregular pyramid model is also introduced 
by the same authors [63]. The segmentation task is not achieved through the control of the 
bottom-up pyramid formation process, but rather by the top-down traversal of the already 
formed pyramid structure. Each pyramid data point, representing a group of pixels in the 
original image, constitutes a potential homogenous region. A homogenous region is defined 
as a region whose standard deviation of a certain attribute S is below a threshold value mσ . 
If a homogenous region is not found, the process continues to examine all the children on 
the next subsequent lower pyramid level. A recursive and iterative algorithms are presented. 
The paper also proposes two possible definitions of the attribute S (i.e. a geometrical and an 
intensity property). As compared to the other proposed pyramid-based methods to handle 
image segmentation, it has postponed the root node detection task after the pyramid is 
formed with an additional top-down detection process.  
 
Besides image segmentation, the irregular pyramid model is also used in other areas of 
applications. In [64] Elias and Laganiere described the creation of a disparity pyramid in the 
stereoscopic image analysis. The paper followed the adaptive irregular pyramid model. The 
minimum disparity values between pixels of the two images under study (i.e. summation of 
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the intensity differences within a window) are used as the main pyramid data content. 
Survivor selection is based on the identification of the lowest disparity value in the 
neighborhood. The parent-child linkage is based on the evaluation of the nearest surviving 
cell in terms of the Euclidean’s distance between the disparity vectors associated with the 
minimum disparity value (i.e. intensity variation). Since the aim is in disparity estimation, 
the pyramid root node is defined as one with a distance larger than a minimum distance 
threshold and of a certain minimum size (i.e. guarding against noise region). All root nodes 
will always survive with no interaction with the other nodes. The pyramid formation process 
will stop when all survivors are root nodes. 
 
Several researchers focus their attention on the efficiency of the irregular pyramid 
formation process. Since the decimation process or the survivor selection process is one of 
the key contributors to the amount of the computation load, most of these papers have 
attempted to propose solutions to streamline this process. For instance, Horace et al [62] 
focus the attention on the irregular pyramid decimation process where two alternatives in 
the selection of the survivors (i.e. specified rate sampling and prioritized sampling) are 
introduced. The first involves a specified sampling rate, such that the usual iterative 
requirement in the survivor selection process is discarded. The method attempts to 
regularize the decimation ratio across regions by an adjustable sampling rate which can be 
controlled by the application. The second method uses prioritized sampling by giving a 
higher priority to those nodes with a larger number of neighbors to survive. The aim is to 
increase the number of non-survivors, decrease the number of survivors and eventually 
reduce the pyramid height. This will in turn increase the speed in the pyramid formation. 
The paper also introduces a new scheme by reducing the number of edges required to be 
examined while linking the non-survivors to the most similar survivor. 
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In a more recent paper [69], Jolion investigates the idea of discarding the iterative 
survivor selection process, aiming to increase the processing speed. The author re-examines 
the stochastic pyramid decimation process by relaxing the two rules traditionally used in 
governing the survivor selection process (i.e. No two neighbors survive together and the 
non-survivors must at least have a neighboring survivor). This approach has coincided and 
supported our suggestion presented in some of our earlier papers [65, 66, 67] in the need to 
violate the traditional selection rules to prevent non-promising regions from participating in 
the survivor selection process, but with a different motivation. Jolin’s method (i.e. data 
driven decimation process) focuses the attention on the identification of the true local 
maximum and discards the need to iteratively locate other sub-optimal maxima on the same 
pyramid level. This will result in the survival of nodes which are the true local maximum as 
well as nodes with no local maximum in its neighborhood. The arrangement to allow the 
later type of nodes to survive has violated the two decimation rules and at the same time 
increases the number of survivors. In contrast to the prioritized sampling method as 
proposed by Horace et al [62], the height of the pyramid may thus increase. Nevertheless, 
through some experiments the proposed model is shown to execute faster than the stochastic 
pyramid model without much increases in the pyramid height. The disadvantage of the new 
model is its higher neighborhood count, thus incurring higher memory cost.  
 
As can be seen from above, the majority of the irregular pyramid related papers mainly 
revolve around the structure and its formation issues. Not many have touched on the actual 
application of the structure. Only a few have attempted to apply the structure in the area of 
general segmentation. Most of these applications are just merely samples to illustrate the 
formation of the structure. The benefit of using irregular pyramid model, especially in its 
local processing, hierarchical abstracting, content adapting, natural aggregating of image 
properties and the heuristic criteria application ability have yet to be explored in full. No 
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paper has yet explored the detail to control the pyramid formation process for textual 
segmentation objective. This thesis will thus focus its attention on these areas. The next 
section will describe in detail a general irregular pyramid construction frame work where 
the subsequent chapters describing our proposed methods in solving the textual 
segmentation problem in binary, gray scale and color document images will follow. 
3.2 Irregular Pyramid Construction Process 
There are three main components involved in building an irregular pyramid structure. 
They are the input image Li on a lower pyramid level, the output image Li+1 on the higher 
pyramid level where the number of data points in Li+1 is less than Li and finally a 
transformation function T summarizing information on level i and producing a smaller set of 
data points to represent the image on level i+1.  
 
( )  i 1 i i 1 iL T L where L L+ += <  (12) 
 
As we can see, the key component is the function T. This function will determine the way 
and the rate of contraction for the input image. In an irregular pyramid the transformation 
function T is divided into three main steps. First is the selection of neighbors to explicitly 
determine the list of neighboring data points due to the irregularity of the regional structure. 
With reference to the pyramid model, this is an adjacency function. The second step is the 
survivor selection process where data points satisfying the ‘survive’ function are selected as 
the survivors or data points on the next higher pyramid level. The final step is the selection 
of children where non-survivors on the lower pyramid level are selected as the children of a 
survivor on the higher pyramid level (i.e. the child function). This will ensure a linkage from 
any pyramid level down to its original base image. The pseudo code for the entire 
construction process is shown in Figure 8. 
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1. Construct next level = true 
2. i = 1 
3. While (Construct next level) 
4. {  Li  = Create a new pyramid level(Li-1) 
5.     Select neighbors(Li) 
6.     Select survivors(Li) 
7.     Select children(Li) 
8.     Construct next level = Not StopEvaluation(Li) 








Figure 8. Pyramid construction process. 
3.2.1 Creating a New Pyramid Level 
Pyramid construction will begin from the base level (i.e. L0) where the original document 
image is used as the input. Each image pixel is represented by a single pyramid data point 
on the base level. The data point will retain the pixel intensity and has an area of 1. For the 
higher pyramid level (i.e. Li where i > 0), all data points selected as the survivors on the 
immediate lower level are used to form the higher pyramid level. Other than the unique 
pixel index attribute pd  that remains unchanged (i.e. original pixel index), all the other 
attributes will reflect the collective value of its children on the lower pyramid level. The 
area attribute ad  is updated as the summation of all children’s areas. The intensity attribute 
yd  will depend on the type of image format (i.e. binary, gray scale or color) and the 
averaging function with all the children intensities as the inputs. For a binary image there 
will not be any intensity attribute. For gray scale images two examples of the intensity 
averaging functions are shown below. Equation 14 shows a simple averaging function by 
calculating the intensity mean of all the children. Equation 15 takes the regional area of each 
child into consideration while computing the mean intensity. Larger child regions will have 
a higher contributing factor towards the final intensity value. This is a reasonable setting, as 
smaller regions may just be noise. Nevertheless, this assumption also relies on the correct 
segmentation of regions where small valid region may end up being absorbed by the larger 
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background region. The derivation of the intensity value is not restricted to the use of 
averaging function. The use of minimal, maximal, median or the mode function are also 
some other possible methods. For example in color images, due to the use of certain color 
space, averaging may not be suitable. The mode function is a more applicable method by 











































3.2.2 Selecting Neighbors 
Once the new pyramid level is created, the first main step is the determination of 
neighborhood (i.e. line 5 in Figure 8). Since the original input image has a rectangular 
coordinate layout, either the 4-connectivity or 8-connectivity criterion can be used to build 
the neighborhood list of each data point. Through experiments, the 8-connectivity criterion 
is chosen as 4-connectivity will result in jagged boundaries. Thus the adjacency function for 













The neighborhood list of a data point Di,j with pixel index ,
p
i jd  positioned at row index r 
and column index c will comprise of all the eight connected data points sharing the same 
boundary as Di,j. The majority of the interior data points will have the same number of 
neighbors (i.e. Nb=8), except for data points lying along the image boundary. Data point 
positions at one of the four image corners will have only three neighbors. The remaining 
data point positions along the boundary will have exactly six neighbors. Unlike the regular 
pyramid, boundary problem does not exist in irregular pyramid due to the flexibility of its 
structure to fit any size or shape of the input content. 
 
On the higher pyramid level the regularity of rectangular coordinate will no longer exists. 
The formation of regions will become very irregular and thus have no fixed boundary border 
as in the base level for the 8-connectivity analysis. In order to determine whether two 
pyramid data points are neighbors, the algorithm has to analyze their children. Two data 
points Di+1,k1 and Di+1,k2 on pyramid level i+1 are neighbors if their children β1 and β2 on 
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Based on the above criteria, there are three possible situations as shown below. The first 
situation is the most straightforward where both the data points on level i+1 are the direct 
promotion of the two neighboring data points which survive on level i. Since both are 
neighbors on the lower level i, they will remain as neighbors on level i+1. This is illustrated 
in Figure 9. Figure 10 demonstrates the second situation where both survivors are not the 
direct neighbor on the lower level, but they are linked (i.e. neighborhood link) through a 
third data point that is the child of either survivor. The last situation is when the children (i.e. 
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Figure 11. Case 3: Adjacency is defined through a 3rd and 4th regions 
 
3.2.3 Selecting Survivors 
The second step is the selection of survivors. This is the process in determining those data 
points that will survive to form the next higher pyramid level. Unlike the regular pyramid 
where the surviving candidates are fixed, the irregular pyramid requires explicit selection 
for the survivors. Based on the designated survivor selection process and criteria, 
appropriate data points are selected as the survivors. This is one of the key steps in the 
pyramid formation process. It is also one of the main factors that allow the irregular pyramid 
structure to have the maximum flexibility to adapt to the variability of the input content that 
the regular pyramid cannot fulfill [53]. The selection of an optimal set of survivors is 
required to yield ‘good’ resolution abstraction of the lower pyramid level. An appropriate 
set of survivors will support the suitable growing points (i.e. seed points). The maintenance 
of a low pyramid height to enhance processing speed can also be achieved by a careful 
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The above shows one of the most commonly used survivor selection process which is 
first proposed in [53]. It is the determination of a local maximum as the surviving data point. 
Without loss of generality, other criterion likes the local minimum is also a possible 
selection criterion. In order to facilitate the selection process, an addition attribute is 
required for each pyramid data point. It is called the surviving value (i.e. sd ). The value can 
simply be a random number, the gray scale value of the pixel or any derived value 
depending on the specific application requirement. Data point with the highest surviving 
value among all its neighbors αq is considered as a local maximum and is thus eligible to 
survive. Unlike the regular pyramid where data points on fixed regular interval are selected 
as the survivors, this process facilitates the flexibility in allowing the most suitable data 
point to survive. It also has the advantage of using only local information (i.e. the immediate 
neighboring data points) in the analysis process and thus enables parallelism due to the use 
of only local information.  
 
Almost all the proposed irregular pyramid models utilized this as the survivor selection 
process with some form of variations. The main drive of this process is based on the 
computation requirement. The process attempts to attain maximum decimation and yet to 
have enough remaining data points yielding a good representation of the current pyramid 
level on the next higher pyramid level. It can be viewed as a process trying to select a 
maximum independent set (i.e. MIS) where the pyramid data points representing the vertices 
and their neighboring relationships standing as the edges between vertices. The extraction of 
the maximum independent set will produce a maximum number of unique pyramid data 
points forming the next higher pyramid level. In order for this process to work, two rules or 
conditions as shown below have to be satisfied. 
1. No two neighbors will survive together. 
2. Non-survivor will have at least one neighboring survivor. 
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 S1   S2   S1   S2   S1   S2  
                  
  S3 S4     S3  N1    S3    
          N2      S4  
Figure 12. Violating rule 1 Figure 13. Violating rule 2 Figure 14. MIS 
 
 
Both conditions are to ensure the satisfaction of MIS extraction. The first condition 
ensures that no edges from level i will appear on level i+1. Since no neighboring data points 
or vertices can survive together, it is guaranteed that no old edges will ever appear on the 
new pyramid level. The existence of old edges will result in the selection of dependent pairs 
of vertices. Figure 12 shows an example of the violation of rule 1 where the data points S3 
and S4 survives together and thus carrying the old edge between the two points. The second 
condition is to ensure that every non-survivor will have at least one survivor in its 
neighborhood and thus to guarantee that no vertex is left out from the MIS. In Figure 13 due 
to the non-existence of any survivor in the neighborhood of N1 and N2, the selected three 
survivors do not constitute a MIS. Figure 14 shows a complete MIS where both conditions 
are satisfied. The four survivors S1, S2, S3 and S4 will make up a suitable representation of all 
the 16 data points. A paper [62] even proposed a repetitive computation process to obtain 
the optimal MIS.  
 
Despite the ability of the process to extract the MIS, problems occur when there is no real 
local maximum in the neighborhood. Due to the failure to locate some of the data points as a 
local maximum as the survivor, certain non-survivors will have no neighboring survivor as 
shown in Figure 13. Many papers [57, 62, 69] have reported this problem. The problem is 
less obvious when there is a high degree of randomness in the surviving values among the 
neighbors as in the stochastic model where uniformly distributed random number is used as 
the surviving value. The problem becomes more apparent in the adaptive pyramid model 
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when the image content is used as the surviving value where there are more consistency and 
continuity in the surviving value among neighbors as seen in Figure 15, Figure 16 and 
Figure 17. The figures show three examples of a 5x5 image, demonstrating the problem of 
the absence of real maximum. The displayed numbers are the surviving values which can 

















The first image (i.e. Figure 15) is a Gaussian like pattern. It has only one local maximum 
(i.e. 9). All other data points have at least a neighboring data point having a surviving value 
larger than itself and thus cannot be a local maximum. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show a 
stepwise and a flat pattern image. Both have no local maximum and thus no survivor. 
Without a survivor the pyramid construction process cannot derive the next pyramid level. 
Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the corresponding graphical representation of each 
example. The image pattern in Figure 18 illustrates a very common occurring pattern in 
document images where a slowly fading gray scale level occurs surrounding the core subject 
4 5 6 5 4   5 6 7 8 9   5 5 5 5 5 
5 7 8 7 5   5 6 7 8 9   5 5 5 5 5 
6 8 9 8 6   5 6 7 8 9   5 5 5 5 5 
5 7 8 7 5   5 6 7 8 9   5 5 5 5 5 
4 5 6 5 4   5 6 7 8 9   5 5 5 5 5 
Figure 15. Gaussian   Figure 16. Stepwise   Figure 17. Flat 
Figure 18. Gaussian   Figure 19. Stepwise   Figure 20. Flat 
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region. Figure 19 shows a stepwise pattern that usually occurs at the boundary of an image 
object. Figure 20 represents the background region of an image which is usually the largest 
area. 
 
The solution to this problem is an iterative selection process. The key to the process is to 
mark the neighbors of the selected local maximum as the confirmed non-survivors. This is 
to prevent them from participating in the evaluation of other local maxima in the next 
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Figure 21. The local maxima selection process 
 
The selection process will maintain two status flags. The first (i.e. ,
suv
i jd  or 
suv
qα ) will 
indicate whether the current data point is selected as a local maximum or survivor. The 
second (i.e. ,
xsuv
i jd  or 
xsuv
qα ) will reflect whether the data point is a confirmed non-survivor. A 
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data point is a confirmed non-survivor when one of its neighbors is selected as a survivor. 
Both flags are initialized to false at the beginning of the process (i.e. line 2). The process 
will iterate through each pyramid data point which is neither a survivor (i.e. , 1
suv
i jd = ) nor a 
confirmed non-survivor (i.e. , 1
xsuv
i jd = ). A data point is considered as a local maximum if it 
has the largest surviving value among all its eligible neighbors αq. A neighbor is eligible to 
participate in the selection process if it is not a confirmed non-survivor where its xsuvqα is 
false (i.e. there is no survivor in its neighborhood). Once a data point is determined to be the 
local maximum, its survivor status flag ,
suv
i jd   is switched to true (i.e. line 6). In the 
preparation for the next iteration, a surviving data point will remain as a survivor (i.e. line 
11) and all its neighboring data points will become the confirmed non-survivors (i.e. line 12). 
This will prevent the neighboring data points of a survivor from participating in the 
selection of other local maximum in the next iteration. The entire process will repeat until 
all data points become either a survivor or a confirmed non-survivor (i.e. line 15).  
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Figure 22. Application of the local maxima selection process to the image in Figure 15 
 
Figure 22 demonstrates the flow of the process using the sample in Figure 15. Only one 
local maximum (i.e. 9) is selected in the first iteration (i.e. left). The neighboring data points 
(i.e. 7, 8) are marked as confirmed non-survivors. This will enable the second iteration to 
pick the four survivors having the surviving value 6. The final iteration will select the 
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remaining data points at the four corners to be the survivors with no contender to be the 
local maximum. 
 
Although the above solution has solved the problem of absence of a true local maximum 
by allowing the selection of a sub-optimal maximum, it has created a new problem where 
the number of iterations (i.e. 3 for the above example) to reach stability is non-deterministic. 
There is no way to control and determine the number of iterations to reach full participation 
by all data points to be classified as either a survivor or a non-survivor. As reported in 
Meer’s the stochastic model [52], through some experiments the number of iterations to 
reach stability is at most five. In the adaptive model by Jolin et al [57], however, depending 
on the assignment of the surviving value, it requires a greater number of iterations in the 
first few pyramid levels. In terms of the computation time, the iterative process does 
contribute towards the slowing down of the pyramid formation process. Jolion [69] has 
suggested to totally discard the iterative process and to postpone the selection of the sub-
optimal maximum to the higher pyramid level. Despite the problem it is a suitable survivor 
selection process making use of only local information. 
 
Another problem remains in Figure 16 and Figure 17 where no local maximum can be 
selected. This is due to the way the local maximum is defined as the largest surviving value 
(i.e. , max( )
s s
i j qd α> ). The simplest solution is to allow an equal condition for the local 
maximum (i.e ≥). This will allow data points with an equal largest surviving value to be 
selected as the survivor. Figure 23 shows the selection process for the local maximum in 
three iterations for the image in Figure 16. The application of the same process to Figure 17 
will result in the same number of local maximum selected as the survivors. An alternative is 
to pre-process the input image before the pyramid construction process where all identical 
neighboring pixels are merged as a single component. With this process, the input image 
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will no longer be in a regular pixels format. As a result this will involve the alteration of the 
pyramid formation process to begin the formation from an intermediate pyramid level rather 
than the pyramid base level. The detail of this process is further discussed in Chapter 7.  
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Figure 23. Application of the local maximal selection process to the image in Figure 16 
 
The idea of obtaining and using the MIS to represent the abstraction of an image is a very 
fundamental concept. Further modification in the process and the features are required in 
specific applications. This is achieved by a careful selection of the appropriate surviving 
value and the designation of suitable selection criteria. In our context of text segmentation 
and extraction, the survivor selection process will need to be very precise and robust. As 
compared to the segmentation of graphical objects, the textual objects are much smaller in 
terms of its size and are positioned closer together and thus easily affected by the 
neighboring noise. An accurate identification of suitable surviving points are required to 
support proper grow of region into textual object. In our proposed methods a few changes 
are made to this tradition model. The first is the derivation of the surviving value. 
Depending on the specific application the design of the surviving value is altered 
accordingly. In the processing of the binary document images the main objective is to allow 
the growing of the textual region starting from the inner core of the character or word. Thus 
the regional mass (i.e. number of foreground pixel) is used as the surviving value. Pyramid 
region which encloses a larger foreground area constitutes a better surviving region or seed 
point. In the gray scale images, two different types of surviving values are utilized 
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depending on the growing stage on different pyramid levels. The uses of the gray scale 
intensity variance among neighboring regions as the surviving value on the base pyramid 
level is to locate good textual boundary. On the higher pyramid level the surviving value is 
changed to reflect the number of neighbors which show potential of being the word’s 
fragment. This has demonstrated the flexibility of the structure to accept different criteria on 
different pyramid levels. In the color document images, the surviving value is derived by 
collecting the number of votes from the neighbors that satisfy a set of criteria.  
 
The second change to the survivor selection process is the violation of the two selection 
rules as stated above. The motivation of the alteration is mainly based on a practical issue. 
Since the majority of the region in the document image is the background region where our 
objective is the textual region. It will be a waste of storage space and processing time to 
allow these regions to propagate from pyramid level to level. In addition the existence of 
these regions may also interfere and affect the accurate growing of the textual region. There 
is also situation when a region already formed the target object and no further growing is 
necessary. As a result some regions may not be allowed to participate in the survivor 
selection process and thus there will be situation where either or both the selection rules will 
be violated. The details are shown in Chapter 4, 5, 6 and 7. 
3.2.4 Selecting Children 
The third step is the selection of children. This is the process in establishing the parent-
child linkage. In the pyramid structure, the selected survivors are used to form the higher 
pyramid level and its neighboring non-survivors will remain on the current pyramid level. In 
order to maintain the linkage between the successive pyramid levels, each survivor on the 
higher pyramid level is linked to a group of non-survivors on the lower pyramid level. The 
former is called the parent and the later are the children of the parent. Unlike the regular 
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pyramid where such vertical relationship is implied within the model, irregular pyramid 
structure has to explicitly construct the relationship. This explicit establishment of the 
relationship is the other key factor, besides the selection of survivor, in allowing the 
flexibility of the irregular pyramid to adapt to the input content. Based on the concept of 
decimating, a correct parent-child linkage will allow the top-down traversal of the pyramid 
structure to perform finer analysis of the area of interest. Based on the concept of growing, 
the linking of the survivor to its neighboring non-survivors is comparable to the growing of 
a survivor or the seed into its surrounding regions.  
 
There are two alternatives for this process. The first alternative is shown in Figure 24. It 
is the most frequently used traditional selection scheme. It allows the non-survivors to 
initiate the linking task. Each non-survivor will attempt to link to its largest neighboring 
survivor (i.e. λ). Without loss of generality, this child selection criterion can also be based 
on the minimum or the closest in terms of any type of measurements (e.g. gray scale level). 
The process will evaluate all the neighbors αq of each non-survivor and locate a survivor λ 
with the highest surviving value or meeting the selection criteria. If such a survivor exists, 
the non-survivor Di,j will assign itself to the child list of the identified survivor ,
c
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Figure 24. First child selection process 
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The second alternative is our own modified version as shown in Figure 25. The scheme is 
to use the data points on the newly formed pyramid level or the selected survivors as the 
focal points and to allow the survivors to initiate the linking to the surrounding non-
survivors. For each data point Di+1,k on the pyramid level i+1 there is a corresponding data 
point Di,j on the lower pyramid level i, which is the survivor. The first child for Di+1,k will be 
the corresponding data point Di,j, which is itself (i.e. line 3). The process will then iterate 
through all the neighboring points of Di,j and include any neighbors αq which has no other 
survivors in its neighborhood in the child list (i.e. lines 8). In situations where there are 
other neighboring survivors λ, αq will only be included in the child list if Di,j has the largest 
surviving value (i.e. line 5,6). In order to avoid circumstances where a non-survivor has 
neighboring survivors with equal surviving values and as a result becomes an orphan, the 
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Figure 25. Second child selection process 
 
 
Both alternatives will achieve the objective in the identification of the most appropriate 
surrounding neighbors on the lower pyramid level to become the children of a parent on the 
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higher pyramid level. Nevertheless, they differ in their computation complexity and the 
uniqueness in the processing order. Between the two alternatives, the first way is a simpler 
process. The child identification task is in the order of O(N) where N is the number of 
neighbors surrounding the non-survivors. The second alternative is of the order O(NM) 
where N is the number of neighbors surrounding the survivors and M is the number of 
neighbors of the neighbors of the survivors. The increase in the computation steps is due to 
the requirement for an additional inner loop to examine the neighbors of the neighbors of 
the survivor again to identify the best match for the non-survivor. If this requirement can be 
removed, then the processing order will be the same for both alternatives. In some 
applications, this requirement can be relaxed to give way to other more important child 
selection considerations as in one of our papers [70].   
 
The advantage of using the second alternative is in the use of each survivor as the pivot 
point. In the first alternative, the survivors have no control in the linking to which 
neighboring child or the number of children. It is the children or the non-survivors 
themselves to decide the linkage. The survivor or the parent will only have a complete 
children list status at the end of the process. If there is a specific requirement in the number 
of children or the layout of the children surrounding the survivor, then the first alternative 
cannot be fulfilled. Section 6.4.1 presents such a situation where detailed analysis of the 
neighboring regions is required. The first alternative can never be used in this situation. For 
a simple child selection criterion the first alternative is sufficient. For a more complex child 
selection criterion which requires detailed analysis of the survivor surrounding the second 
alternative must be used. It allows the selection process to evaluate all neighboring non-
survivors at the same time before making the linking decision. For the ease of processing, 
the child selection process is performed on the same pyramid level as the selection of the 
survivors. The result is temporarily retained until the next higher pyramid level is formed. 
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3.2.5 Stopping Criteria 
Once the child selection process is finished, a complete pyramid level is formed. The 
selected survivors will become the data points on the new pyramid level. The child list of 
each data point is updated. The respective unique and collective attributes, as described in 
the section 2.3, of each new pyramid data points are also updated. A new pyramid level 
creation will begin where the selection of the neighbors, the selection of the survivors and 
the determination of the child list processes will repeat. In the traditional pyramid model, 
this process will continue until it reaches the pyramid apex with only one data point. In most 
applications especially those that utilize the growing ability of the pyramid model, it may 
not be necessary or possible to reach a pyramid apex. Frequently the formation process will 
stop at some intermediate level, resulting in a pyramid structure with a flat top. This will be 
the case in image segmentation where the last pyramid level will hold multiple pyramid data 
points each representing one homogenous region. In order to determine this pyramid level, a 
stopping criterion is required to stop the formation process. There are two ways to define the 
stopping condition. The first is to define the condition locally where each pyramid data 
point will determine itself whether to stop the formation process by evaluating itself or/and 
the surrounding neighbors. A data point which decides to stop is called a root node. The 
formation of a root node may take place on any pyramid level. The pyramid formation 
process will stop when all the data points become the root nodes. There are many other 
considerations in the handling of root node which will be discussed in the next section. The 
second way is to define a global stopping condition. A function is derived to evaluate all 
pyramid data points either on the current pyramid level or on consecutive pyramid levels to 
determine the suitability to stop the pyramid formation process. 
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3.2.6 Handling of Root Nodes 
The accurate identification of a root node is an essential task as failure to detect the root 
node may result in under segmentation of objects or the merging of unique objects. In spite 
of its importance, it is not an easy task. In the course of root node determination, there are 
three challenges. The first is the definition of a root node formation condition that should be 
general enough to cater for all types of image objects and yet discriminating enough to 
avoid noisy objects. The definition will largely depend on the specific application 
requirement. The second is an efficient way to determine on which pyramid level the root 
node will appear. The ideal scenario will be a complete representation of all root nodes on a 
single pyramid level. In contrast, this scenario seldom happens while processing real images 
where the variation in objects sizes, contrasts and positions will affect the object formation 
rate. As a result, root nodes will usually appear on multiple pyramid levels. Due to this 
problem the third challenge is the treatment of the root nodes during the pyramid formation 
process and how they interact with other non root nodes. Montanvert et al [55] point out 
three possible treatments. The first is to have no treatment (i.e. the root node is treated the 
same as the other nodes). This will result in the disappearance of root node and merger with 
other nodes at higher pyramid levels. The second is to allow the identified root node to 
always survive and continue to interact with other nodes. This will enable the surviving root 
node to claim other neighboring non-survivors and as a result forming a new root node 
again. The result of this treatment is the formation of multiple root nodes representing the 
same image object. The final treatment is to allow the detected root node to survive and 
prevent it from interacting with the other nodes. According to the authors, this may result in 
over segmentation of the image with too many roots. According to our view this may not be 
always the case. In our model we utilize the last alternative. Depending on the root node 
definition, a suitable definition may result in just the right degree of segmentation. An 
alternative to the root node detection during the pyramid formation process is to first allow a 
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complete pyramid structure formation and then perform a top-down analysis of the pyramid 
structure again to identify root nodes. It is a possible solution used in [63].  
3.3 Irregular Pyramid in Textual Segmentation 
In the ensuing chapters we will describe the problems in textual segmentation and 
extraction faced by using the traditional methods and our proposed solutions according to 
the three types of input document images (i.e. binary, gray scale and color). It will discuss in 
detail the solution, using the irregular pyramid structure, to each problem. The solutions will 
be based on the basic irregular pyramid model as described in chapter 3. As all the solutions 
are focused on the segmentation of textual region within the pyramid structure, the 
discussion will use a pyramid region or a pyramid data point to represent an element in the 
pyramid structure. Each pyramid region corresponds to one physical pyramid data point on a 
specific pyramid level. The traversal within the pyramid structure starting from the pyramid 
data point down to the base pyramid level will produce a pyramid region in the original 
image. Some papers [64, 69] refer to the pyramid region as the receptive field of the 
pyramid data point. In each of the following four chapters, we will first survey related works 
on the problem in question, and show how the current methods fail to address certain issues. 
We will then present our irregular pyramid solution to meet the challenge. Various issues 





Chapter 4  
Word Segmentation in Binary Imaged Documents 
This chapter describes a method that we have published in two conferences [65, 66] to 
detect word groups in binary imaged documents, using irregular pyramid. The irregular 
pyramid model is engaged to solve three common problems still faced by the document 
image processing community in the segmentation and extraction of the textual component 
from a document image. These problems are the segmentation of text with broken 
characters, text in varying sizes and text in arbitrary orientations. Our method does not 
utilize connected component analysis where it will fail with joined or broken characters and 
can only detect text at the character level. Our method also avoids the need to define any 
fixed text size or distance threshold for the segmentation of text and the aggregation of 
characters into words. The novelty of our method is its inclusion of strategic background 
information in the analysis where most techniques have discarded, except in the White Tiles 
approach to perform text skew estimation using the background region as proposed by A. 
Antonacopoulos in [140]. Our method differs in the use of both foreground (i.e. text area) 
and portion of background (i.e. white area) regions in the analysis. The fundamental 
principle of the method is based on the concept of “closeness” where text information within 
a group is close to each other, in terms of spatial distance, as compared to other text areas. 
The definition of “closeness” is achieved with no specified measurement of the inter-
character or inter-word distance. The method also defines and proposes the use of the 
word’s density in the measurement of word’s formation status. The result produced by the 
method is shown in the experimental section illustrating the ability of our method to 
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correctly group words of different sizes, fonts, arrangements and orientations with or 
without broken characters. 
4.1 Related Works 
One of the key pre-processing steps in most of the textual segmentation methods is the 
document skew correction process. Almost all proposed methods either assume a strict 
Manhattan document layout or require some form of skew correction before any further 
processing in segmentation or layout analysis. As reported by Cattoni, Coianiz, Messelodi 
and Modena in their paper [142], skew estimation remains as the most important pre-
processing steps in document image processing. Despite the many proposed skew estimation 
methods, problems remain in terms of the accuracy and the strong assumptions regarding 
the input domains. The majority of the methods assume a clearly dominant skew angle for 
the entire document. Although there are some methods that allow multiple skews within the 
document, they are still subject to the requirement of a common skew angle within the same 
text group. A typical example is in O’Gorman proposed page layout analysis algorithm [121] 
that will segment document images into rectangular blocks of text. Although the algorithm 
has the ability to segment text of varying orientation, it still requires the text within the same 
block to have a common flow of direction. The presence of graphics poses a great challenge 
among many of these methods.  Not many proposed methods can handle document with text 
in greatly varying orientations among words within the same sentence or even among 
characters of the same word. Existing skew correction techniques will have problems 
processing document images from real scenes, web pages, advertisements and maps which 
have become important sources of target images.  
 
In the main segmentation stage our aim is in the segmentation of the textual components. 
There are many proposed methods in the segmentation of document images. Most of them 
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focus their attentions on the isolation of characters. Some methods extend the segmentation 
to merge characters into words or work directly in the segmentation of words. There are also 
methods that process up to the sentence or the paragraph level which cross beyond simply 
textual segmentation into the document layout analysis area. Among all the proposed 
methods a few common basic approaches are observed. They are the run-length smearing 
algorithm (i.e. RLSA) as proposed in [109], the XY-cut method as proposed in [111], the 
Hough transform as utilized in [113] and the frequently used connected component analysis. 
Almost all proposed document image segmentation techniques utilize a combination of 
common approaches or devise methods based on the modification of these approaches. In 
the run-length smearing algorithm continuous stream of binary pixels are examined 
horizontally column by column and vertically row by row according to the image 
rectangular layout. Sections of black pixels that are separated less than a certain number of 
white pixels are smeared to become a continuous stretch of black pixels. Iterative merging 
of pixels in both directions will enable the grouping of pixels into character and characters 
into word. The XY-cut method works in an opposite way. Instead of starting from the pixels 
level to grow into text objects, the method starts from the image level and performs 
recursive X-Y cutting of the image region into smaller and smaller regions until it reaches 
the text object. As in the RLSA the cutting is done horizontally and vertically with respect 
to the rectangular image layout. In order to determine the points of cutting, projection 
profile histograms in both directions are used. An example is in [90] where both horizontal 
and vertical projection profile histograms are constructed to determine individual text lines 
and words. Irregular text sizes or non-uniform horizontal alignments of the text contents 
will result in some complications in the determination of the cutting points. As we can see, 
both of these traditional techniques require the assumption of a strict Manhattan document 
layout in order for the methods to work. Any skewing in the angle of the document image 
may result in an undesirable output. As a result skew correction as discussed above is 
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always a required pre-processing step before the actual segmentation. Many proposed 
methods utilize a hybrid of these two common approaches. A combination of the splitting 
and merging operations, basing on the same concept as in the cutting and the smearing 
techniques, is used in [131] where the image is first split into many overlapping columns 
and it is then followed by a line extraction/merging process where a histogram is used to 
determine an appropriate height of the text line in order to correctly extract the different 
horizontally aligned text lines. The paper in [127, 162, 211] also makes an assumption of a 
horizontally aligned textual component in order to facilitate the detailed analysis of the 
distance between regions. The labeling algorithm [111] requires the alteration in the image 
horizontal scale to facilitate the extraction.  
 
The Hough transform approach attempts to extrapolate the direction of a group of text 
objects by accumulating the pixels surrounding a region into many bins, each defined by a 
straight line rotating at a certain angular step iteratively. The direction of the straight line 
that has accumulated the most pixels defines the text orientation. This method is mainly 
applied to the detection of text group orientation and not the actual segmentation of the text 
regions. The segmentation of the textual region will still require either of the above 
methods.  Despite its ability to detect text direction, the effective usage of this method will 
depend in the determination of the centre line which will be complicated by the presence of 
ascenders, descanters and text of varying sizes. It also depends on the definition of the 
angular steps. More steps will yield a more accurate result, but also translates into a higher 
computational cost. Some of the proposed methods [115, 136], make use of this technique in 
the detection of text in varying directions. 
 
The final basic approach is the connected component analysis. It is the most frequently 
used technique for binary input document images. The foreground object which is 
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represented by the black pixels is formed through the analysis of either the 4-connecting 
neighbors or the 8-connecting neighbors. All joined neighbors that satisfy either of the 
criteria (i.e. 4cc or 8cc) is merged as a single object. This technique is usually used in the 
isolation of the character component due to the continuous joined text stroke of the English 
text, except in some characters like the “i” and the “j”. They are formed by two disjoint 
components. Some methods [94] have proposed solutions to this problem, but most of the 
segmentation methods ignore this problem. The greatest problem with this technique is the 
assumption of the absence of disjoint and non-broken characters. Problems occur when 
multiple characters are joined which may be due to the existence of noise in between the 
characters where the joined multiple characters are treated as a single character. A single 
character may split into multiple fragments if for some reason (e.g. scanning) the text 
strokes are broken and thus the fragmented portions may each be treated as a standalone 
character. This effect is not desirable where confusion will start to arise during the character 
recognition phase. The technique will only handle character level segmentation. In order for 
the identified character to form into words, again either the RLSA or the XY-cut techniques 
have to be employed. The method proposed in [102] tries to down scale the connected 
component image by ¼ the original size to identify word groups in the horizontal direction. 
This is equivalent to the smearing of characters into word in the horizontal direction. 
Another technique proposed in [128] attempts to first construct bounding boxes enclosing 
each connected components and follow by a top-down recursive X-Y cut decomposition of 
the document images. 
 
In addition to the above mentioned problems of the restriction in the text orientation and 
the disjoint or broken character, methods that are based on these four basic approaches also 
need to fix or to compute some type of inter-textual components distance threshold. The 
inter-character spacing will also need to be determined prior to the formation of words. The 
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inter-word spacing will be required in the formation of sentences. As a result detailed spatial 
analysis of the image content is required even before the content is segmented. Some other 
problems are the required assumption of uniform text fonts and sizes. A mixture of regular 
and italic text fonts may create problems in the XY-cutting. Irregular text sizes within the 
same group of text components will create problems in the correct determination of text 
orientation using the Hough transform and the smearing of characters into words using 
RLSA. A detail estimation of the text height, width and the inter-character spacing is 
required in [96] in order to effectively separate the text from the drawing object. Reference 
[90] also requires the use of distance threshold to ensure the correct extraction of horizontal 
text bounding boxes. The estimation of inter-char spacing and text height is also needed in 
[211] to enable proper merging of characters into sentence of color document images. 
Although a method proposed in [139] has achieved the extraction of textual component in 
various orientations using multi-stage relaxation approach, it also has an implicit 
requirement in the assumption of similar text width and height within the same text group 
and has very high computational cost. 
 
Most of the pyramid-based methods make use of a regular pyramid structure. Most of 
these studies require connected component analysis [48]. A strong assumption of disjoint 
components is needed to ensure correct extraction of text images [31]. In this thesis work, 
no connected component analysis is required to extract textual components on the 
character’s level. Our method will extract all components at the word’s level regardless of 
whether there are joined or broken characters and thus simplify the recognition task by 
focusing only on word’s recognition. The aggregation of pixels into characters and character 
into words is done through the natural grouping of pixels. This proposed algorithm has no 
assumption in terms of the sizes and orientations of the textual components in the input 
images or even within the same text group.  
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4.2 Fundamental Concepts 
The proposed method relies on three fundamental concepts. They are the involvement of 
non-text image areas in the analysis, the definition of “closeness” and the definition of 
word’s density. 
4.2.1 Inclusion of Background Information 
One of the novel features of this proposed algorithm is the inclusion of background (i.e. 
non-text) image area in the analysis. Background information is usually considered not 
important and discarded in most of the text extraction techniques. Attention is thus normally 
directed to text areas (i.e. black pixels) and there is no holistic view of the entire picture 
involving the non-text areas. For document images containing regular lines of text, this is 
fine [109], but when there are irregular alignments and orientations of text such as in 
advertising documents, detection of words in correct grouping becomes difficult and 
requires extensive analysis of spatial relationship among characters and words [101]. In the 
present work, however, we capture crucial information about the spatial distances between 
text image objects among the non-text area in an irregular pyramid structure.  The structure 
provides a direct and natural grouping of words in any arrangement and orientation without 
the need for spatial reasoning among the words.   
 
With the involvement of the background information, we can now view a text image as a 
combination of multiple irregular smaller regions as shown in Figure 26 with different 
colors. Some regions may contain text information while others may be empty. A potential 
word group can thus be viewed as a bigger region containing smaller regions holding 
fragments of a word group including the empty regions. The concatenation of these region 
fragments forms a word group. With multiple fragments of region that belong to different 
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word groups, the problem in clustering these fragments to the right word group occurs. In 







Figure 26. A word group formed by multiple words’ fragments 
4.2.2 Concept of “closeness” 
A human reader can easily identify different logical text groups from a text image if the 
text information within the group is close to each other, in terms of the spatial distance (i.e. 
in all directions), as compared to other text areas. The distance between characters is smaller 
within a word group, as compared to distance between two separate word groups. If we 
view a text image as a combination of multiple regions, then a logical text group is defined 
as a region enclosing various sub-regions that are “close” to each other. Some of these sub-
regions may contain text area. Others may be empty. While processing text with a common 
font, size and orientation, we can find a value in defining ‘closeness”. The papers in [159, 
166] have explored the possibility to compute such a value in the extraction activity with 
some degree of success. Nevertheless, the method is quite restrictive in terms of the kind of 
documents it can process. Once there is a considerable mixture of fonts or sizes and the 
orientation gets very irregular, than the likelihood of getting such a value become 
impossible. In our algorithm, instead of attempting to compute this value, we define a 
general concept of “closeness”. 
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Two regions are considered “close” if they appear in the immediate surrounding of each 
other. No computation of the physical distance is required. To be close, regions just need to 
be around in the neighborhood. In cases where there are more than two regions, the 
“closeness” property among regions is defined with respect to a reference point or the pivot 
region. A group of regions are considered “close” if there are “close” to a pivot region. We 
can also view such a region as a central pulling force in pulling all other surrounding regions 
together, which are considered “close” to it. No attempt is made to define what is “close” 
beyond the immediate surrounding. Regions just need to be present in the neighborhood to 
be “close”. By using an irregular pyramid structure, such concept of “closeness” can be 
implemented. The pyramid structure with successively condensing image resolution allows 
the “closeness” among local regions to grow progressively from level to level into the 







Figure 27. “closeness” between two regions Figure 28. “closeness” among multiple regions 
 
4.2.3 Density of a Word Region 
A word region is defined as a tightly bounded area enclosing the content of the word 
formed by multiple characters that are placed relatively “close” to each other as compared to 
distance to the character in other words. Figure 29 shows an example of two word regions. 
The area of a word region is the total number of pixels within the region. This will include 










number of yellow pixels (i.e. background) plus the number of black pixels (i.e. foreground). 
The mass of a word region is the total number of foreground black pixels of all characters 
forming the word. The density of a region is thus defined as the total mass enclosed by the 
region over the actual area of the region. The density value of a region that constitutes a 
word group reflects the size of the area enclosing the specific word’s mass. Our observation 
reveals that all regions containing word groups have a similar density value regardless of the 
regions’ mass. A word region having a bigger mass requires a larger area to enclose the 
word. Smaller mass regions will have smaller enclosing areas. As a result the density value 
of the word region or word group is relatively stable. In [168], the authors also make use of 
the definition of the density value in the identification of text components. It differs from 
our density definition in the use of a fixed circular local window to define the bounding 
area. Our bounding area is an irregular region enclosing the textual components which has 




Figure 29. Example of two word groups 
 
4.3 Pyramid Model 
In order to achieve the objective in the detection of word groups in a binary document 
image, the basic irregular pyramid model as described in section 3.2 is reconfigured to meet 
the requirement. The first configuration is in the pyramid data point attribute list. On top of 
the usual pixel index, the neighborhood list, the children list and the surviving value 




i jd  and the root node status attribute ,
r
i jd . The area and the mass attributes are used to 
facilitate the computation of the pyramid region density or the ultimate word group density 
as discussed above. The root node status attribute is used to indicate whether the current 
region constitutes a word group. The root node status attribute has a binary state. If the 
current node is determined to be a word group, it will have a value of 1. Otherwise the value 
is 0. Since there is not much intensity information to process, the intensity attribute is 
discarded. 
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The area attribute ,
a
i jd  is derived by simply accumulating the total area of all the children 
rβ . It reflects the total number of pixels that a pyramid data point or region represents in the 
original image regardless of whether it is the foreground or the background area. Each 
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Unlike the area attribute the mass attribute ,
m
i jd  only reflects the size of the foreground 
region. On the base pyramid level, the mass attribute of those pyramid data points having 
the foreground pixel will have a mass of 1. Those representing the background pixels will 
have no mass. For the higher pyramid level (i.e. level > 0), the mass attribute is derived by 
summing all the mass attributes of the children. This attribute will reflect the size of the 
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The second configuration is the derivation of the surviving value. The surviving value 
,
s
i jd  of a pyramid region Di,j is computed by summing its own mass ,
m
i jd  and the mass of all 
its neighboring regions qα  as indicated in equation 23. The motivation behind such 
computation is to identify the most suitable pivot region to assist in the application of the 
concept of “closeness”. Larger surviving value reflects that the region either has a bigger 
mass (i.e. the core of the textual area) or it has more neighboring regions with mass (i.e. 
fragments of a word group). Both constitute a good survivor candidate. Only region with 
mass will have a surviving value. Since the main aim is to perform text extraction, the 
survivor selection process will focus on regions with mass. Nevertheless, empty regions are 
also processed under a different role. The empty region will participate in the definition of 
the region’s density and act as a bridging region between parts of a word group by 
presenting itself as the child of the survivor. The proposed method needs the complete 
involvement from all the pixel points. 
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4.4 Pyramid Formation 
The pyramid formation process is almost the same as the basic model with some 
modifications to suit the current objective. The process will go through the pyramid level 
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creation, neighborhood determination, survivor selection, child selection and finally the 
stopping criteria evaluation. The main differences are in the survivor selection, child 
selection and the definition of the stopping criteria. 
4.4.1 Selection of Survivors 
There are two types of survivors. The first type is the local maximum. A region survives 
if there is no other neighboring region with a larger surviving value. It reflects a higher 
possibility to be the center of a word group. Its neighboring regions with a lower surviving 
value are more likely to be the fragments of the word group. Thus the survivor acts as a 
good pivot region. The second type of survivor belongs to those regions with no surviving 
values and not a neighbor to any survivor. They reflect the non-existence of any neighboring 
foreground areas. These regions are the background area. In order to allow their continue 
participation in the growing of text region to act as a bridging regions, they are allowed to 
survive. In spite of this, they are prohibited from participating in the child selection process. 
This is to prevent such regions from growing at the same rate as the other promising regions 
containing foreground information and later create an un-necessary interference. In most 
document images, they are a large group of such regions. In order not to waste too much 
physical memory in propagating this group of pyramid data points from one pyramid level 
to the next pyramid level, they are retained in a separate structure and shared among all 
pyramid levels. The majority of such regions will remain in this structure, except those in 
the neighborhood of the survivor (i.e. the local maximum) and its surrounding non-
survivors. This group of regions (i.e. survivor with no surviving value) will also be 
promoted onto the next pyramid level. Figure 29 shows the existence of such regions, 
surrounding the words “dispensing” and “tissues”, in gray color. The purpose is to allow the 
continued growing of the text region into its surrounding within the pyramid structure 
without the need to reference to an external structure. The process to transfer this group of 
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regions into the pyramid structure will happen at every pyramid creation step for all higher 
pyramid levels. This modification to the basic pyramid formation process has enabled the 
continuation in the usual formation process and yet preserved the precise physical memory. 
4.4.2 Selection of Children 
The purpose of this process is to establish the parent-child link. In our context to perform 
segmentation of the textual region, it can also be viewed as the growing of the selected 
survivors or seeds into the neighboring regions. In order to better adapt to the conditions in 
the various growing stages of a word region, different sets of the selection criteria are used 
in different pyramid levels. Since on pyramid levels 0 and 1, the possibility of locating word 
groups is very low and as a result no special evaluation is required. A survivor will claim all 
neighboring non-survivors if there is no other survivor claiming the same non-survivor. In 
situation where two survivors are claiming the same non-survivor, the non-survivor is 
assigned to the survivor with a larger surviving value. On the lower pyramid level, the effect 
of such claiming rule is not obvious. Once the region grows to a bigger size on a higher 
pyramid level, the rule of allowing a region with larger surviving value to claim more non-
survivors than a region with smaller surviving value will become obvious. A region with a 
larger surviving value is more likely to be the centre of a word group. As such, in allowing it 
to pull in more neighbors, it will promote the possibility of forming a word group. 
 
Once the process reaches level 2 and above, the likelihood to locate word group increases 
and thus a more elaborate child selection process is used. The criteria will gear more 
towards the determination of the word group formation. In general, a potential word region 
has no neighboring regions with mass and has a density below a density threshold dT . The 
derivation of dT  is discussed in section 4.4.3. A word region must have enough enclosing 
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area. As a result, a region with a high mass-to-area ratio will not be considered as a word 









Figure 30. Detailed child selection algorithm 
 
 
On this level we will see two categories of survivor. The first category pertains to those 
survivors which have neighbors with mass (i.e. line 2-7). The other category contains 
survivors with no neighboring mass (i.e. line 9-11). These two categories of survivors are 
mutually exclusive. At any instance only one can occur. Intuitively, the first category 
belongs to those survivors which are still in pieces and form parts of a word group in the 
neighborhood. The second category belongs to those that may have already formed a word 
group and there exists no other mass in its surrounding. For the first category the algorithm 
is again divided into two parts. Unlike previously, these two parts are processed one after 
the other. The algorithm will focus on those neighbors with mass (i.e. line 3-4). The 
neighbor is pulled in as a child immediately. In doing so, the same validations as those 
perform on level 1 and below will also carry out. Once all neighbors with mass are 
examined, the algorithm will continue to process the remaining neighbor with zero mass 
(i.e. line 5-6). Unlike the previous two levels where even the blank regions are taken in with 
no question asked, from this level onwards special care must be taken in order to avoid over 
growing of regions into other word groups. This may result in the overlapping of more than 
1. For each survivor 
2. {  if (exist neighboring regions with mass) 
3.     {  for (all neighbors with mass)   
4.         {  assign neighbor as a child to the survivor } 
5.         for (all neighbors with no mass and new_density<Td) 
6.         {  assign neighbor as a child to the survivor } 
7.     }  
8.     else  
9.     {  for (all survivor neighbors and new_density< Td) 
10.         { assign neighbor as a child to the survivor } 
11.     } 
12. }  
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one word group. Two different word groups may thus wrongly merge. In order to control 
the growth, density is used. For each addition of a neighboring region, the density of the 
new region is computed. Blank region will continue to be added until the density threshold 
dT  is reached. 
 
In the second category (i.e. line 9-11), survivors are surrounded by a blank region. Since 
there is no other neighboring mass, such surviving regions may have already formed a word 
group. The majority of the regions falling under this scenario is a correct word group and 
thus no further pulling of neighbors is required. Nevertheless, there is a small percentage of 
regions that are only part of the word group. Density is again used to force these remaining 
regions to find the correct word group. As in the second part of the first category, the 
survivor will continue to pull in the blank region until the new region reaches the density 
threshold dT . 
4.4.3 Stopping Criteria 
Since in this context the main purpose is to extract the word groups, the formation 
process will stop when there is no possibility to detect any more word groups. As discussed 
in the child selection process, the detection of a word group is by evaluating the density of a 
region (i.e. < Td) and the region’s neighborhood (i.e. no neighboring regions with mass).  
Although the density value of each word region is relatively stable, it does vary slightly in 
the word groups with varying characters spacing. Word groups with a larger inter-character 
spacing will yield lower density than one having characters placed closer together. With the 
same character size, the former will have a bigger enclosing area than the later and thus 
resulting in a lower density value. In order to reduce the effect of this variation, the average 
density of all word groups is used as the density threshold Td. The threshold is further 
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The threshold ( )dT i  is computed at the pyramid creation stage of each pyramid level. 
Starting from level 2 where an estimate of the density threshold is computed by taking the 
density average of all regions with no neighboring mass. In our experiment, most of the 
word groups can be identified after the construction of pyramid level 2. From this point 
onwards the above derivation for the density threshold is used. As more word groups are 
formed on each pyramid level, the density threshold will converge and reflect a more 
accurate value. This density value can thus become a better target density in the formation 
of word groups. If the majority of the regions require a certain density value to form word 
groups, then the remaining regions will most likely follow the same ratio. 
 
In order to reach the configuration of having all word groups on the same final pyramid 
level, root nodes will always survive with no interaction with the other regions. This will 
dispense with the need to have a post-processing to traverse the pyramid structure again to 
locate the root nodes on each pyramid level. This configuration also allows the evaluation of 
the number of formed word groups on the consecutive pyramid levels to determinate the 
final pyramid level.  
4.5 Experimental Results 
The first test case is shown in Figure 31 where word groups of different sizes, fonts, 
alignments and orientations are used. The size of the image is 541 x 298 pixels. There are a 
total of 94 words. Figure 32 is the final output image (i.e. the receptive field image) with 
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different coloured regions covering different word groups. Figure 33 is a difference output 
representation of using rectangular boxes to enclose the extracted word group. Table 3 
shows the detail of the output results on different resolution levels. The number of identified 
word groups on each level is shown. From level 2 onwards the possibility in forming word 
group is higher and is thus reflected in the slowing down of the reduction in the number of 
extracted word groups. Once there is no likelihood in forming new word groups the process 
stops (i.e. level 8). By examining the density column, we can see that the density value re-
adjusts itself from level to level, as more and more word groups are formed on each level.  
The number of remaining pixels includes the surviving pixels and those un-processed 
background areas. Thus on level 8 there are 94 surviving pixels and 13,513 remaining white 
pixels. 
 
Table 3. Output result at the various resolution levels 
Level Number of extracted words Density 
Number of 
remaining pixels 
0 - - 39226 
1 - - 24762 
2 1243 0.1949 14771 
3 426 0.2469 13938 
4 215 0.2510 13702 
5 127 0.2566 13563 
6 98 0.2578 13517 
7 94 0.2572 13513 































Figure 33. Different representation of the output result 
 
Reported below are some other test cases of scanned real images from newspaper cutting. 
In order for the system to focus only on the detection of logical word groups, large graphical 
objects are removed from the image through a pre-processing step (i.e. filtering by using the 
component size). The image is then subject to a thresholding algorithm to convert into a 
binary image before the actual detection process begins. Figure 34 is obtained from a 
product's packaging material. The image contains word groups of varying sizes and 
alignments. The image size is 194 x 183 pixels and there are a total of 19 word groups. 
Figure 35 is the final output with different coloured regions covering different word groups. 
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In this test image all word groups are correctly identified. One can observe that the middle 
word groups are all joined. By using connected component analysis they will be extracted as 
5 separate character components. Together with the other extracted valid character 
components these components will be rejected during the character recognition phase. 
Instead of worrying about such connected characters situation in an environment where the 
expectation is to extract only character components, our method isolates all regions as the 
word components. This will simplify and streamline the recognition phase to only focus on 
















Figure 34. Tissue box test sample Figure 35. Segmentation result of Figure 34 
 
 
Figure 36 shows another test image of a newspaper advertisement for toys. The image 
size is 359 x 244 pixels and there are a total of 45 word groups. Figure 37 is the final output 
using rectangular boxes to enclose the extracted word groups. In this test image 2 word 
groups (i.e. “toys” and “Accessories”) are wrongly identified and the 3 reversed symbol and 
texts (i.e. “$”, “1” and “onwards”) are treated as background objects. The last test image 
shown in Figure 38 is from a pamphlet showing the route map of a local train system. The 
size of the image is 869 x 741 pixels. All the dashed lines shown in the image are removed 
by the size filter as graphical objects (i.e. most of the dashed lines are joined as a single 
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object). There are a total of 73 words in varying alignments and orientations. Figure 39 is 
the final output. In this test image, the number of correct word groups is 73. The majority of 
these word groups are correctly extracted except for a few where two separate words are 
detected as one. Of the 69 word groups detected, there are 65 correctly identified words and 
4 that are wrongly identified. All four groups contained double words. This is due to the fact 
that parts of the word are too close to each other and it has exceeded the tolerance level of 






















































Figure 39. Segmentation result of Figure 38 
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4.6 Summary and Discussion 
We propose a new approach to word group’s detection using an irregular pyramid 
structure. The method differs from other approaches in that it captures background 
information (i.e. non-text area) and forms irregular regions in a hierarchical manner through 
the concept of "closeness".  The irregular pyramid structure in effect contains the layout 
information of the entire document such that layout analysis is straightforward by navigating 
the pyramid levels. The proposed method is able to extract word groups with varying sizes, 
fonts, alignments and orientations, as found in such documents as maps, advertising flyers 
and book covers.  In fact, the method works well with conventional text documents too.  It is 
not constrained by any specific layout or text density as the system is self adjusting in 
gauging the text density. The contribution of this method is in the application of the 
irregular pyramid model in word level segmentation where no others have attempted. We 
have also proposed a solution in solving the broken or joined text problem in text extraction 
using the connected component analysis method. The alternative solution in extracting text 
with varying sizes, fonts and orientations without any need to perform detailed spatial 
analysis or distance threshold fixing are also one of our contributions. Finally the definition 
of word density enables the detection of word formation which is not an easy task in many 
other methods. 
 
In the next chapter we will present the continuation of this work to extract multiple word 
groups to form phrases and paragraphs.  An added feature that will help this task is the 
computation of “word growing direction”.  As we examine the formation of word regions 
from multiple smaller regions, the trend of the growing direction through the pyramid levels 
can be determined. This will allow finding of road names and river names along the winding 
lines on the maps. 
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Chapter 5  
Identification of Textual Layout 
This chapter will present the result of our continued work on a further enhancement to the 
previous proposed algorithm as described in Chapter 4. The method is published in [67]. 
Moving beyond the extraction of word groups and based on the same irregular pyramid 
structure the new proposed algorithm groups the extracted words into sentences. The 
uniqueness of the algorithm is in its ability to process text of a wide variation in terms of 
size, font and orientation as discussed before with the new addition of even varying layouts 
on the same document image. No assumption is made on any specified document type. The 
algorithm is based on the same irregular pyramid model with some addition attributes and 
processes. The method also relies on the same concept of the inclusion of background 
information and the concept of closeness where text information within a group is close to 
each other, in terms of spatial distance, as compared to other text areas. Modification to the 
concept of word’s density is adopted here. The method also introduces two new concepts. 
The concept in the “majority win” strategy that is more suitable under the greatly varying 
environment than a constant threshold value and the concept of the directional uniformity 
and continuity.  
5.1 Fundamental Concepts 
The five fundamental concepts that this method relies upon are the inclusion of 
background information, the concept of “closeness”, the density of a word region, the 
majority “win” strategy and the directional uniformity and continuity among words in a 
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sentence. The first two concepts are as described in the preceding chapter. The other three 
will be explained in detail below.  
5.1.1 Density of a Word Region 
The reader may recall that, in our algorithm a word region is defined as a collection of 
pixel points. It includes both foreground and background pixels. It is a regional area 
enclosing a complete word comprising of multiple word fragments. The mass of the region 
is defined as the total number of black pixels. The area of the region is defined as the total 
number of pixel points including both black and white pixels. The density of this region is 
computed as the mass over the total area of the region. This value indirectly reflects how 
much background information is used to enclose a complete word. A larger density value 
shows that the characters in the word are placed closer together. In contrast a smaller density 
indicates a loosely positioned character within the word. This density value is independent 
of the size, font and orientation of the text. To capitalize on this property, our algorithm has 
made use of the density value in two different ways. The first is used previously as a value 
to determine whether a word region has been formed or it is still a region holding word 
fragment. A complete word region is formed by many smaller regions. Each smaller region 
will hold different fragments of the word. As compared to a complete word region, the 
density of a region containing word fragments varies greatly among its neighboring regions. 
Such variation in density becomes a suitable condition to determine word formation. The 
second, which is a new concept to be adopted in this chapter, is used as a criterion to 
determine a correct word formation among a group of neighboring words. The detail of this 
concept is explained below. 
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5.1.2 Majority “win” Strategy 
Since our algorithm has no restriction to the kind of documents it can process, the 
variation over the text image feature will vary greatly. The possibility of making a global 
decision by using some constant factor becomes very low. There is simply no way to 
enforce a common condition that all can follow. Under such a scenario, the next best 
strategy is to get the majority agreement. If the majority of the members among the 
community under a process agree, then the members in question should agree also. This 
concept is implemented throughout our algorithm.  
5.1.3 Directional Uniformity and Continuity 
Most English words exhibit the shape of an elongated region. The region will have a 
longer axis and a shorter axis in the direction perpendicular to the longer axis. Directional 
path of a word region is defined as the path along the longer axis. As we examine such a 
directional path of all words in a sentence, usually we can find uniformity in terms of the 
direction. All words in a sentence will follow the same direction. An example is shown in 
Figure 40 where logical group of words exhibit directional uniformity and the red line 












Figure 40. Directional uniformity 
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But there can be situations where there is no directional uniformity among words within a 
sentence. This frequently occurs in advertisements or posters where words are aligned in 
different orientations to have the artistic effect. Words in the same sentence can be 
positioned in different directions. Although uniformity has lost in this instance, there is still 
some form of continuity among the words belonging to the same sentence. Regardless of 
how artistic the words’ alignment is, continuity among words will still exist to allow a 
human reader to perceive this group of words. Figure 41 and Figure 42 show two examples. 
In our algorithm, two words are considered continuous if the projections of their directional 
paths intersect. Regardless of where the intersection points are, as long as they lie within the 
image boundary they are considered valid. By basing on the property of uniformity and 













Figure 42. Directional continuity in a sentence 
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5.2 Pyramid Model 
There are a few changes in the configuration of the pyramid model. The changes are the 
addition of more pyramid data point attributes. They are the “pulling status” attribute  ,
ps
i jd   




 holding eight directional mass entries. 
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The pulling status attribute ,
ps
i jd  is used by the child selection process to manage the 
selection of the surrounding non-survivors as the children of a survivor. It is also viewed as 
a growing process where the survivor or the seed region is grown into the surrounding 
regions by “pulling” those eligible neighboring regions for merging. Depending on the 
binary state of the attribute, the process will follow one of the two ways in pulling the 
neighboring regions. They are the ‘special” pulling where only surrounding neighbors with 
mass are considered and the “general” pulling which will claim all neighboring regions (i.e. 
mass and non-mass). 
 
,
,   "special" pulling














 is added. This attribute is used to retain and reflect the growing 
path of a word region. It is an array of 8 entries containing the total mass in a specified 
growing direction.  The growing direction is categorized into 8 segments as shown in Figure 
43. Just like the 8-connectivity directions, it comprises of top, top-right, right, bottom-right, 
bottom, bottom-left, left and top-left. 
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Figure 43. The eight growing directions 
 
 
As a survivor is promoted to a higher pyramid level, it retains its original directional 
weight from the lower level. Using this set of weights as the base, it analyzes all the child 
regions rβ  . By taking the center of mass of the overall region (i.e. all regions covered by 
the survivor) as the pivot point, the direction of where the child is located ( )rdir β  is 
computed. Each child is grouped under one of the directions mentioned above. The 
algorithm will now compare the directional mass inherited from the lower level by the 
survivor ,
x
i jdm  in a specified direction x with the mass of all children in the same direction. 
It will retain the maximal value.  
 
( ), , ,max  ,  ( )x x m ci j i j r r r i j rdm dm d dir xβ β β β= ∀ ∈ ∧ =uuur  (28) 
 
As the algorithm progresses up the pyramid level, the directional weight attribute held by 
the survivor on the highest pyramid level will reflect the largest growing mass in the 
respective direction. A higher mass value reflects more growing. More word fragments are 







1. Create pyramid base level with (original image)    
2. Select survivors 
3. Select children for each survivor    
4. For (each pyramid level where number of pyramid data points > 1 and 
5.         more word groups continue to form in the last pyramid level) 
6. {  Create pyramid higher level with (previously formed level) 
7.      Update the survivor neighborhood list 
8.      Assign pulling status (ie. general/special) to each region 
9.      Adjust the pulling status (ie. “smoothing”) 
10.      Assign surviving value to each region 
11.      Select survivors for the next higher pyramid level 
12.      Select children for each survivor    
13. } 
5.3 The Algorithm 
Our proposed algorithm is divided into two main sections. The first is for the extraction 
of word groups. The other is the concatenation of words into a sentence. Both processes are 
based on the same pyramid structure. Figure 44 contains the pseudo code of the main 
algorithm for the word extraction. As compared to the proposed method in the previous 
chapter, we have revised some of the old procedures and added a few new procedures. The 
major revision is in the child selection process. The new additions are the assignment and 









Figure 44. The new algorithm for words and sentences segmentation 
5.3.1 Word Extraction Process 
The objective of this process is to extract a word group of any size, font or orientation. A 
region that encloses such a word group can be of any irregular size and shape. The strategy 
is first to identify the potential center of a word group (i.e. local maximum among the 
neighboring regions). With this central region as the survivor we assign the neighboring 
non-surviving regions (i.e. fragments of the word group) to become its children. Another 
way to view this is to allow the center of the word group to become a pivot region to pull in 
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all neighboring regions that are the fragments of the word group. In order to achieve this, the 
survivor and child selection criteria in our algorithm are set as follows. The survivor 
selection criterion is to allow a region with the largest surviving value (ie. local maximal) to 
survive and decimate all other regions. Each region is assigned with a surviving value equal 
to its own mass plus all its neighboring masses. The motivation is to allow a heavier region 
or a region with many mass neighbors to become a survivor. Such a region has a higher 
likelihood of being the center of a word group and thus become a better pivot region. As for 
the child selection process, the current algorithm has made some modifications in the 
criteria and the procedure as described below.   
 
In our previous algorithm there are two main stages in the child selection process. On 
pyramid level 0 and 1, a survivor will claim all neighboring non-survivors (ie. mass or non-
mass region) if there is no other survivor claiming for the same non-survivor. If conflict 
arises, preference is given to the survivor with a larger surviving value. We call this the 
“general” claiming of neighboring regions. The motivation for “general” claiming is to 
bridge the spacing gap in between characters. As a survivor claims or pulls in non-mass 
blank region, it is using the blank region to grow outwards to bring more word’s fragments 
into the neighborhood. Starting from level 2 and onwards, a more restrictive child selection 
process is used and we call this the “special” claiming.  The motivation is to slow down the 
claiming process and claim only those necessary neighbors. A survivor will first claim all 
neighboring regions with mass. A non-mass region will only be considered if the surviving 
region density is below a pyramid level density threshold obtained through the averaging of 
all formed word groups (i.e. root nodes). The growing towards the background area (i.e. no 
mass) will only continue if the region of the survivor is too dense as compared to the 
average density of the already formed word groups.  
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Two assumptions are used in the process. The first assumption is that no word groups 
will ever form before level 2 and thus the process will encourage unrestrictive growing. The 
growing process will slow down from level 2 and onwards as the likelihood to locate a word 
group is higher. Based on this assumption the initial estimate of the density threshold used 
in the detection of the word groups is derived. The process treats this value as a good 
estimate and requires the compliance of all regional densities towards this density threshold. 
Although the threshold is dynamically updated at every pyramid level, the starting point is 
fixed at pyramid level 2.  The second assumption is that the density of all word groups will 
always fall within the globally derived pyramid level density threshold without exception. 
 
After some experiments with more test images we discover that the problems of “over 
growing” and “under growing” occur in some word regions. “Over growing” occurs when 
more than one correct word groups are merged. The region has over grown to include more 
than one word.  This will usually happen when the word size is too small. On the other hand 
when the word size is too big, it will result in “under growing”. A region is “under grown” if 
it fails to enclose the entire word group. Fragments of the word are extracted as isolated 
regions. Figure 45 shows an overgrown word group where all individual words are 
erroneously grouped together as one “word”. It also shows an under grown word where part 
of the letter “i” and the letter “B” are detached from the word groups.  
 










After some analysis of the results we discover that the key reason to the above problems 
is in our assumptions. Although the assumptions work for the majority of the word groups, 
cases that fall outside these assumptions will lead to the above problems. The first case is in 
those exceptionally small text regions. Some of these regions may already form a word 
group before pyramid level 2. Since “general” claiming is used before pyramid level 2 
where a region will continue to grow un-restrictively into the surrounding, the already 
formed small word region will continue to grow outwards and the chances of growing into 
other word groups will occur. This is the result of “over growing”. The problem lies in the 
timing in switching from “general” to “special” claiming. The second case is in those very 
large text regions. As compared to the regular regions, the formation of such large regions 
may still be in a very initial stage even at pyramid level 2. If the switch from “general” to 
“special” claiming or pulling is done too early (ie. before the word’s fragments are in the 
neighborhood), then fragments that belong to the same word may remain as an isolated 
region. The use of the estimated density threshold at level 2 will also inhibit their growth. In 
addition the varying local conditions or the surrounding areas of each region may be quite 
different. In using a globally determined threshold value, the process will not be able to 
adapt to all situations.  
 
In order to solve this problem, the algorithm is amended to include a “pulling” status flag 
,
ps
i jd  for each region. The flag will indicate whether a survivor should use “general” pulling 
or “special” pulling to claim its neighboring children. In “general” pulling, the survivor will 
claim all neighboring regions which include both the mass and non-mass regions. In 
“special” pulling only neighbors with mass are considered. The flag will allow individual 
survivors or seed regions to grow independently from each other depending on their own 
local conditions. Instead of every one following a rigid global decision, the survivors will 
make their own local decisions. In order to make the decision, the survivor will analyze its 
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immediate neighbors. Density is again used to make the decision, but in a different way as 
before. For each survivor Di,j two density values are computed. The first density 1f  is 
computed by merging the surviving region and all its surrounding neighbors qα  with mass. 
This value will reflect the new overall density level if only the neighboring mass regions are 
claimed. The second density 2f  is the average density of all neighbors with mass, excluding 
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Both density values are used to determine the “pulling” mode for the survivor (i.e. 
general or special). If the density of the region 1f  formed by merging the survivors and all 
its surrounding mass neighbors stay within an acceptable range ω  of the average density 2f  
of all its neighboring mass regions, then the region is considered stable and thus should 
assign the “special” pulling status. This will slow down the growing process. On the 
contrary the regions are unstable and thus the survivor should assign the “general” pulling 
status to allow for more un-restrictive growing of the region. This is described in equation 
31. In our experiment ω  is fixed at 0.2. This has yielded a ±20% tolerance range. The 
assignment of the pulling status for each survivor is achieved in the newly added function 
on line 7 of Figure 44.  
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Although with the above setting we have solved the “over/under growing” problem, a 
side effect occurs. As the algorithm allows individual survivors to grow at their own rate, 
the locality of growing becomes random. In order to ensure local growing consistency 
among neighboring regions, the algorithm is modified to include another processing step 
(i.e. line 9 in Figure 44). The purpose is to perform some “smoothing” over the pulling status 
of the neighboring survivors. A region will maintain its original pulling status if the majority 
of its neighboring regions also have the same pulling status. This will enforce nearby 
regions, usually belonging to the same word group, to have the same pulling status. Figure 46 
is the result of the new algorithm. As compared to the results generated by the previous 
algorithm in Figure 45, the over and under growing problems are solved and all word groups 







Figure 46. Result with the amended algorithm 
5.3.2 Sentence Extraction Process 
Once the word extraction process stops when there is no possibility to find more word 
groups (i.e. the same number of word groups on two consecutive levels), the extraction of 
sentence will begin. The new objective is to continue to grow the word region in order for 
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words that belong to the same sentence to merge as one bigger region. In another words the 
algorithm must allow words to grow into the correct neighboring regions for words 
belonging to the same sentence to merge. The algorithm will continue to grow a word region 
(i.e. pull in more blank regions), but only in 2 directions. They are the directions with the 
highest mass value in the directional mass attribute. It reflects that the formed word group is 
oriented along the 2 directions. An example is shown below where the directional mass of 
the image in Figure 47 is shown in Table 4. The two largest masses are in the top-right and 
bottom-left directions which reflect the correct directional path of the word “BUS”. 
 










Figure 47. Sample image for directional mass 
 
 
There exist cases where no clear directional path can be found. This usually occurs in 
words that are very short in length (e.g. in, of, is, etc). In this situation, the algorithm will 
examine the surrounding of such a word. The growing direction of the word is determined 
by the growing direction of the set of closest neighboring word region. The majority win 
concept is used. The word is assigned with the most frequently occurring growing direction 
among its neighboring word regions. If no maximum mode exists, the growing direction of 
the closest word region is used. Unlike word extraction where the closeness among regions 
is the immediate neighborhood (i.e. two regions are next to each other), in sentence 











definition is redefined as the shortest Euclidean distance between the boundaries of two 
regions.  
 
The task of growing a word region is to pull in more blank regions along the detected 
directions. Although the original 8 directional segments are used, further refinement is 
required. Problems will occur if we have the long word group as shown in Figure 48. If the 
growing direction for the word group is on the left and right, by following the original 
directional segment all blank regions that are located in A and B will grow together. This is 
not desirable. Chances for this word group to grow into the wrong region (i.e. up and down) 
are high. As a result, refinement is made in the algorithm to allow a more pointed and 














As we can see in the sentence extraction main algorithm in Figure 49, it is almost the same 
as the word extraction process. The only changes are in the assignment of pulling status, 
selection of child and the stopping criteria for the entire process. The basic operations are 
the same as in word extraction, but the attribute in focus and the criteria used are different. 
Instead of using regional density, the algorithm will make use of the directional mass in its 
analysis. The criterion used to select children is amended to select only children in the 
growing directional path. This criterion also allows the growing to be more targeted and 
pointed towards the growing direction. For the stopping criteria, it is a 2-stage process. In 
the first stage the growing will begin and continue until it encounters the first merging of 
A 
A A 
B B L o n g   w o r d   g r o u p 
A 
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words. In the second stage, the growing will proceed until it has detected no further merging 













Figure 49. The sentence extraction algorithm 
5.4 Experimental Results 
We now report some of our test cases. The first test sample is used to illustrate the results 
produce in the various pyramid levels. Figure 50 demonstrates the word formation stages. 
Each colored region represents the area covered by a physical pyramid data point. Starting 
from the top image which is the result on pyramid level 1, the formation of word groups 
progressively emerge in successive higher pyramid levels until the final formation of five 
unique word groups on pyramid level 5. The same is shown for the sentence extraction 
stages in Figure 51 where the various word groups are merged in consecutive pyramid levels. 
The second test case is an advertisement poster with text of varying sizes in the same 
sentence and aligned in a non-traditional orientation (i.e. non-horizontal). The result has 
demonstrated the capability of the algorithm to extract words of different sizes on the same 
document and even with varying orientations. Figure 52 shows the result of the word 
extraction. Figure 53 illustrates the merging of words to form their respective sentences. All 
word groups are correctly merged to the correct sentence. The third test case is a newspaper 
advertisement for toys. Figure 54 and Figure 55 show the output results. All sentences are 
correctly identified including the three sloping texts, represented by the varying colored 
1. For (each pyramid level where  
the total number of pixel > 1 AND 
(the first merging of word group has not occurred OR  
more word groups continue to form in the last pyramid level))     
2. {  Create pyramid higher level with (previously formed level) 
3.     Update the survivor neighborhood list 
4.     Assign pulling status (sentence) to each region 
5.     Assign surviving value to each region 
6.     Select survivors for the next higher pyramid level 
7.     Select children (sentence) for each survivor    
8. }  
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regions. The fourth and the last test cases are the route map of a local train system and an 
advertisement flyer for a camera. Figure 56 and Figure 57 show the output results for the 
fourth test case. All words and sentences are correctly identified represented by a bounding 

































































































































































































Figure 58. Camera advertisement after word and sentence extraction 
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5.5 Summary and Discussion 
This chapter has proposed a revised method to perform word and sentence extraction 
from imaged documents with large variation in the text size, font, orientation and layout 
within the same document. The entire algorithm is based on the irregular pyramid structure 
with the application of five fundamental concepts. Through the process of building the 
irregular pyramid structure, the algorithm achieves the task of merging characters into 
words, and words into sentences. It has illustrated the ability to process words of varying 
orientations and layout where many existing techniques have avoided. It has also 
demonstrated the advantage of our method in the segmentation of the various textual types 
(i.e. word and sentence) in clearly distinct stages (i.e. on different pyramid levels). In 
contrast to method in [139], this is difficult to achieve. 
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Chapter 6  
Adaptive Thresholding in Gray Scale Images 
Compared to binary images that most text extraction methods work on, gray scale images 
provide much more information for the extraction task. On the other hand complication also 
arises in determining the subject textual content from its background region (i.e. 
thresholding) before the actual text extraction process can begin. Differing from the usual 
sequence of processes where document images are binarized before the actual text 
extraction, this chapter proposes a new method by first segmenting individual subject areas 
with the help of an irregular pyramid to be followed by the binarization process. This 
permits the focus of attention only on the appropriate subject areas for the binarization 
process before text recognition. The new method overcomes the difficulty in global 
binarization to find a single value to fit all. It avoids the common problem in most local 
thresholding techniques of finding a suitable window size. In addition, a solution in the 
handling of noise is also suggested. As shown in the experimental results, our method 
performs well in both text segmentation and binarization by varying the sequence of 
processing. 
6.1 Related Works 
Most of the traditional document processing algorithms are based on binary image as the 
inputs. With the reduction in the storage cost, more and more document images are stored in 
gray scale or color format. The processing of these input images has become an important 
issue. Even if the segmentation task can be performed with the gray scale images, the 
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segmented objects must still be binarized before any recognition task can begin. As a result 
binarization remains as an essential pre-processing step. The accuracy in the textual 
recognition will rely on the validity of the binarized result. For gray scale images, there are 
abundances of thresholding algorithms as reported in [186, 197]. They can be categorized as 
either global or local binarization methods. A few famous global methods are the Otsu 
technique [172] and the Entropy method [173] where the attempt is to compute a single 
threshold value from the entire image content. The basic idea is to locate the bimodality in 
the gray scale levels of the input image. But as reported in many papers, this is not an easy 
task. With today’s document images where many creative uses of gray level representing 
different components of the document content, the likelihood to locate bimodality is even 
lower. The second category is the local thresholding method, instead of finding a single 
threshold value to fit all the situations, the method will attempt to derive threshold value 
locally adapting to the varying local conditions. For document images with varying gray 
scale intensities, especially with the existence of graphical object, the local thresholding 
method is a more appropriate choice. In addition the local method can achieve a better 
thresholding precision that is more suitable for the target textual object which is smaller in 
size and closer in proximity. The adaptive binarization method [192] is one of such types 
where the image is analyzed within a pre-defined window size and the result from the 
analysis is used to select an appropriate binarization algorithm. In Fu Chang’s method [159], 
a pre-determined window size is also used as the target region where a pixel is categorized 
as the foreground or the background region by examining how far away its own intensity is 
from the two extreme intensity values within the window area. The question arises here as to 
what a suitable window size should be. The size of the local window becomes a crucial 
factor in determining the accuracy of the thresholding result. As reported by Trier and Jain 
in their paper [186], too big a local window size will fall back to the same problem as in the 
global method. Too small a window size which is smaller than the target object will result in 
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an invalid derivation of threshold value that may turn true foreground area into background 
region. In view of this, we propose an algorithm which is also based on a local threshold, 
but we have solved the window size problem by deferring the binarization process to the 
end when individual subject areas (i.e. word regions) have been extracted. This will permit 
our algorithm to focus on the actual area of interest. It allows our algorithm to use a simpler 
thresholding method as the image feature variations are confined to the subject area rather 
than the entire image. In addition, the flexibility to select different binarization techniques to 
fit different regions also exists.  
 
Most of the proposed methods work on binary document images. For gray scale 
document images, the bulk of the methods will perform the binarization of the images as 
discussed above before the actual segmentation of the binarized image. Regardless of which 
binarization methods (i.e. global or local), the handling of reverse text is always a problem 
for those methods that use binarization as a pre-processing step. Nevertheless there are also 
methods that achieve the segmentation directly from the gray scale image. The majority of 
the methods utilize the edge information as a guide to detect the textual regions as in [86, 
138, 158, 165, 171]. As reported in [158] the higher concentration of edge pixels and the 
larger gradient magnitudes of the edge pixels within a local block enable an easier detection 
of textual region. One common problem with these methods is the verification of the true 
edge point. Depending on the sensitivity of the edge operator and the setting of a gray scale 
threshold, many false edges may appear and the work involved in verifying the true edge 
points are not an easy task. In addition, the same old problems as the other methods will re-
surface. The task in the alignment of edges, the merging of edges and the identification of 
the textual regions in-between edges will still require a strong assumption of Manhattan 
layout and a prior determination of inter-component spacing. Hence, this approach of using 
edges will create even more complications than the simple connected component analysis. 
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Texture is another type of information utilized by some methods. One of the key 
motivations in using texture information is the ability to differentiate between text and non-
text regions where textual region exhibits periodic structure in the horizontal direction for 
characters within a text line and in the vertical direction for text lines within a paragraph. 
Nevertheless the difficulty in designing an appropriate texture classifier and the high 
computational cost prohibits its popularity. Some surveys of the various texture based 
methods are presented in [148, 169]. There are also methods that do not belong to any of the 
above-mentioned categories. A method proposed by S.W. Lee et al [133] attempts to 
process gray scale document images by the use of vertical and horizontal projection profiles 
to pre-segment the character components. It is followed by a topographical features analysis 
to extract individual characters. Another proposed method in [125] also utilizes the 
topographical analysis to identify the various features (ie. saddle, ridge, ravine and hillside) 
to achieve the extraction task. This method works well for images without noise and is quite 
computationally expensive to obtain the various features for the extraction.  
 
In our proposed method, we are using an irregular pyramid structure whose advantage is 
its natural clustering of neighboring regions from pyramid level to level. This allows our 
algorithm to process and extract text of varying sizes, fonts, layouts and orientations, thus 
avoiding the usual constraint on the projection profile method. It also permits and tolerates 
the existence of noise during the extraction process. 
6.2 The Algorithm 
Figure 59 shows the flow of the entire algorithm. Gray scale document image with a 
mixture of graphical objects and text with some noise is expected as the input. The output 
from the algorithm is a list of extracted words which is noise free and binarized. This will 
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enable the immediate incorporation of text recognition to transform the document image 
























Figure 59. Flow diagram for the entire algorithm 
 
 
The two main stages in the algorithm are the text segmentation stage and the binarization 
and filtration stage where each extracted text region is binarized and cleaned. With the help 
of an irregular pyramid, textual content from the document image will be segmented. The 
segmentation will start from the text boundary and grow inward to form character regions. 
Once a character region is identified, the process will begin again to merge characters into 
the final word regions. In this stage potential noise regions are suppressed. This will prevent 
such regions from interfering with the segmentation of other more promising regions. Once 
there is no more text region, the algorithm will switch to the binarization and filtration stage. 
In this stage individual isolated word regions are extracted. With the focus only on the 
extracted subject text area and a small amount of its immediate surrounding region, 
appropriate thresholding method will then be selected to binarize such region to extract the 
Gray scale document image 
Segmentation: 
- Detection of text boundary. 
- Formation of character region. 
- Formation of word region. 
- Suppression of noise. 
Binarization and Filtration: 
- Extraction of individual word region. 
- Binarization of the extracted region. 
- Filtering of noise within a region. 
- Removal of noise/graphical regions. 
Individual clean and binarized   
word region ready for text recognition
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actual textual content. Filtering of noise and big graphical object will also be done at this 
stage. Removal of noise is first carried out within individual local regions. With the 
assumption of the majority of the resulting regions being a valid textual region, undesirable 
regions with greatly varying features from the majority are discarded as noise/graphics. The 
following sections will describe in detail the process of the two main stages. The description 
will begin with the segmentation process where the pyramid model configuration is 
discussed. This is followed by the pyramid formation process that produces the subject 
isolated textual region on the final pyramid level. The discussion will then proceed to the 
thresholding and filtering of the isolated region in the second stage.  
6.3 Pyramid Model 
The segmentation of the textual content is based on the irregular pyramid model. The 
attributes required in this model are the usual group of unique pixel, neighbors list, children 
list, surviving value and the root node status with the addition of an intensity, local threshold 
and a noise status attribute. Unlike the previous model, an intensity attribute is required in 
the current model to retain the gray scale level of each region with 0 representing the black 
intensity and 255 representing the white intensity.  
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There are two different ways in computing the surviving value in this model. This is 
catered to the varying objectives on the different pyramid levels. On the base pyramid level 
the objective is to locate the image object boundary where there is a larger contrast in the 
gray scale intensity level against the surrounding. The surviving value is thus defined as the 
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average gray level variance between the pyramid data point ,
y
0 jd  and all its immediate 
neighbors yqα . This value will reflect the degree of intensity variation within a local region 
and thus is also called the local contrast value (i.e. LC). On pyramid level 1 and above, the 
way in computing the surviving value changes. The value will reflect the total number of 
neighboring region with area greater than 1. The purpose is to encourage those regions with 
more neighbors to survive. This will exclude those neighboring regions with an area of 1 
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The local threshold attribute ,
lt
i jd  is used to retain the maximum intensity value found 
within a subject pyramid region (i.e. 0-black and 255-white). It will reflect the highest 
possible gray scale level that a subject region will have or the lightest possible intensity that 
it will appear in the image. It acts as a local threshold to identify the foreground region from 
the background area. Any intensity value beyond this level or lighter than this level is 
considered as the background region. Those below and equal to this intensity value are 
considered as the foreground area (i.e. darker than the lightest intensity value). This attribute 
is first estimated while constructing the base pyramid level and propagates through the 
pyramid levels. The local threshold value of a new pyramid data point Di+1,k on level i+1 
will inherit the maximum local threshold value among the corresponding survivor ,
lt
i jd  and 
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The final additional attribute is the noise status attribute ,
n
i jd . This attribute will assist in 
the handling of noise region within the pyramid model. Once a region is classified as noise, 
its noise status attribute will become true. This will allow special treatment of such region 
during the pyramid formation process. Pyramid data points which are classified as noise can 
be the children of other survivors, but they are not allowed to claim their own children. On 
one hand this will eliminate the existence of holes on the higher pyramid level due to the 
absence of noise regions. On the other hand it also avoids the unnecessary growing of such 
regions into size that may affect the subject region. 
6.4 Segmentation 
The objective of this stage is to segment the input image into multiple regions. Although 
non text regions will also be segmented through the process, they are removed in the later 
stage. The majority of the regions are assumed to be the subject textual area. The 
segmentation task is achieved through the construction of pyramid structure as shown in 
Figure 60. Subject areas are isolated while pyramid levels are being constructed. In the 
current method the segmentation process is divided into two pyramid formation stages. The 
formation of the base pyramid level (i.e. Line 1-5) and the construction of all higher 



























Figure 60. Pyramid construction process 
 
6.4.1 Base Pyramid Level Formation 
Pyramid construction will begin from the base level where the original document image 
is used as the input. The main purpose on this base pyramid level formation stage is to 
locate and construct suitable boundary regions. With these boundary regions as the pivot 
regions, it will allow the subsequent pyramid formation stages to grow inward into the core 
area of the subject regions. The first task in this stage is the detection of boundary point 
where such point will have higher intensity contrast against its background area. The local 
contrast value (i.e. LC) as described in section 6.3 is used as the surviving value. The point 
which is the local maximum with the highest contrast is selected as the survivor. Such a 
point or pixel will have the greatest likelihood of being the boundary pixel. Nevertheless 
this process also produces another type of undesirable local maximum which has very small 
intensity variance against its surrounding. Most of these pixels are discovered to be just 
small noises belonging to the background area. In order to avoid the interference of these 
pixels in the segmentation process on the higher pyramid level, they are marked as noise. To 
facilitate the identification of such noise pixels, a global contrast value (i.e. GC) is used. The 
1. Create the base pyramid level. 
2. Select neighbors (8connectivity pixels). 
3. Assign surviving values (local contrast values). 
4. Select survivors. 
5. Select children (2 regions clustering).  
6. while (exist more isolated word regions). 
7. {  Create next pyramid level. 
8.     Select neighbors (if children are neighbors). 
9.     Assign surviving values (# of mass neighbors). 
10.     Select survivors. 
11.     Select children. 
12.     – If (formation of character) 
13.        { claim only neighboring regions with darker 
14.           intensity than the local threshold value. } 
15.     – else (formation of word) 
16.        { claim all neighboring regions. }  
17. } 
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value is derived by taking the overall average of all the local contrast, which is also the 
surviving value on pyramid level 0, with value greater than 0. The purpose of avoiding 
LC=0 is to prevent such flat regions from affecting the estimated global contrast value (i.e. 
GC). This average will reflect the degree of contrast that the majority of the subject regions 
have against the background area. The global contrast value will act as a good baseline to 




















Once the appropriate boundary pixels or the survivors are selected, the child selection 
process will attempt to grow from this boundary point into a boundary region. The aim here 
is for the survivor (i.e. boundary pixel) to claim only pixels belonging to the foreground area. 
In order to claim the right set of foreground neighboring pixels, further analysis is required 
before the actual claiming. The child selection process is split into three stages as shown in 
Figure 61. From line 1 to 8 is the first labeling stage. Line 9 is the connected component 















Figure 61. Child selection process for the base pyramid level 
1. Locate the lightest intensity within the 3x3 region 
2. Locate the darkest intensity within the 3x3 region 
3. For each pixel within the 3x3 region 
4. {  If pixel intensity closer to lightest intensity 
5.        Label pixel as background 
6.     Else 
7.        Label pixel as foreground 
8. } 
9. Perform 8-connected component analysis(foreground) 
10. If number of foreground component=1  
11. {  Marked all foreground pixels as children 
12.     Locate the lightest intensity among the foreground pixels 
13. } 
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In the labeling stage, each pixel within the 3x3 local regions is labeled as either the 
foreground or the background pixel. The criterion we used for this labeling task is borrowed 
from Fu Chang’s [159] local thresholding method where the 2 extreme intensity values (i.e. 
darkest and the lightest) are used to threshold the textual area from its background. In our 
algorithm this technique is modified and applied within the local region to label each pixel. 
The darkest and the lightest intensity values within the 3x3 local regions are identified (i.e. 
line 1-2). A pixel is labeled as foreground if its intensity is closer to the darkest intensity 
value. Otherwise, it is labeled as the background pixel if its intensity is nearer to the lightest 
intensity value. After the labeling process, all pixels within the local region are put through 
a connected component analysis which is the second stage. The analysis is based on the 8-
connectivity criterion and the process will locate the number of connected foreground 
component within the 3x3 region. The process attempts to locate a clear layout separation 
between the foreground and the background area. If the selected survivor is a true boundary 
pixel, then all the foreground pixels should cluster as a single component. Some examples of 
the valid boundary pixel layout are shown in Figure 62. However if the foreground pixels 
are clustered into fragments then the boundary status of the selected survivor will be in 
question. Figure 63 shows some of the invalid boundary pixel layout samples. 
 
B B F   B F F   B F B 
B F F   B F F   B F B 
B B F   B B B   B F B 
Figure 62. Samples of the valid boundary pixel layouts 
 
B F F   B F F   F B B 
B B B   B B F   F B F 
F F F   F B B   B B F 
Figure 63. Sample of the invalid boundary pixel layouts 
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Based on the connected component analysis the final stage in line 10-13 to claim the 
neighboring pixels as children will begin. If there are only two components (i.e. foreground 
and background), it is considered a valid boundary region and the darker group or the 
foreground area is claimed by the survivor as its children. If the connected component 
analysis produces more than 1 foreground connected component, the survivor is discarded 
with no selection of any children. Such regions will not be a good candidate as the boundary 
region. While claiming the foreground area, the process also attempts to identify the lightest 
intensity value among all the foreground pixels. This value will act as a local threshold 
between the subject foreground region and its surrounding background. This value is 
recorded in the local threshold ,
lt
i jd  attribute. After this base pyramid level formation stage 
some pyramid data points may become orphan where the non-survivors have no neighboring 
survivors. The treatment in this pyramid model is to allow all these data points to survive 
onto the next pyramid level as a stand alone data points with no children. This will avoid the 
existence of holes on the higher pyramid level. 
 
The child selection process used in this stage belongs to the second alternative as 
described in section 3.2.4. Due to the requirement to perform detailed analysis of the 
survivor surrounding environment, the usual way in allowing the non-survivor to initiate the 
linkage with the most suitable survivor can not be used. In order to improve the computation 
efficiency there is no further verification of whether is there a more suitable survivor in the 
neighborhood of a non-survivor. Since the main aim in the current segmentation stage is to 
locate an estimated subject region to facilitate a more accurate processing of the region at a 
later stage, the constraint is removed consciously to avoid excessive computational load. 
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6.4.2 Higher Pyramid Level Formation 
Once the boundary regions are located, the next task will be the formation of the 
character regions and followed by the word regions. These objectives are achieved while 
constructing the subsequent pyramid levels. The flow of the process is shown in Figure 60 
from lines 6 to 17. On the higher pyramid level, the assignment of the surviving value 
changes from the local contrast value to the number of neighboring regions with areas 
greater than 1. The motivation here is to speed up the merging process among neighboring 
boundary regions. As a result a region with more non-unit neighbors is given a higher 
priority to survive. Once the appropriate surviving region is selected, the child selection 
process (i.e. lines 11-16) will start to evaluate its neighboring regions. Neighbors are 
selected if their intensity values are darker than the local threshold value ,
n
i jd  of the survivor 
which is recorded during the base pyramid level construction process. The reason for this 
criterion is to encourage regions to grow towards the foreground textual area rather than the 
background region. Local threshold value (i.e. lightest intensity value among the boundary 
regions) is used to ensure the growing is in the right direction. After a few pyramid levels, 
the child selection process will start to run out of neighboring regions satisfying this 
condition. This is a signal to indicate that an isolated region (i.e. character) is formed. Once 
the character region is formed, the algorithm will relax its child selection criteria to claim all 
neighboring regions (i.e. lines 15-16). The new task now is to grow the isolated character 
region into its neighborhood until multiple character regions are merged to create a second 
and larger isolated region (i.e. word).  
6.5 Binarization and Filtration 
Once there is no more new isolated region formed on two consecutive pyramid levels, the 
segmentation process ends.  The algorithm will switch to the next stage of processing where 
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individual word regions are extracted. With the focus only on each region, three different 
global thresholding methods are used. They are the average intensity thresholding method, 
binarization based on the local threshold value as described section 6.3 and the high-low 
method we have used for the boundary detection. In order to determine which method 
produces the best result, the three resulting binary images of a word region are put through a 
connected component analysis and a deviation value is computed for each image by the 
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For each connected component x found in the binary image of the word region, the area 
of each component (i.e. AreaCCx) is counted and the overall component area average (i.e. 
CCAveArea) is obtained. With this average as the pivot point, the total area deviation of 
each component x from this point is calculated and averaged by dividing the total area 
deviation by the number of components (i.e. NumCC). Finally this value is normalized by 
the component area average to allow comparison among the three methods. The deviation 
value reflects how stable all the connected components are in each image in terms of the 
component area. A low deviation value shows that most of the components are of relatively 
equal size. A high deviation value represents the existence of greatly varying component 
size within the image. With the assumption that the size of most characters within a word 
will not vary significantly, a low deviation value will translate into a good thresholding 
method which enables the majority of the characters to be isolated as a component. This is a 
very crucial factor for good text recognition. Table 5 shows a sample of the thresholding 
selection process. The average threshold method is selected in this case due to its lowest 
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deviation value. The high-low method produces a very fragmented image that shows the 
problem of over-thresholding. In contrast the local threshold method is under-thresholded as 
most character regions are wrongly merged as a single component. 
 





















Once each extracted region is binarized, filtering of noise within each region will begin. 
The average component area computed in the previous step is used again to filter any 
component size that is very small (i.e. below 10% of the average size). Such components are 
usually the noise regions. The final step is the removal of noise or big graphical object 
region. Filtering by the area method is again used. 
6.6 Experimental Results 
The following are some sample test cases extracted from a total of 30 images we have 
tested. Figure 64 shows the entire process for a small test image. The left hand side is the 
output extracted from some of the pyramid levels. Starting from the original image and 
down to the final pyramid level where 3 regions are identified. The right hand side shows 
the output after individual words are extracted, binarized and finally the removal of small 
noise. The dot of the character “i” is removed as small graphical component. As we can see, 
during the pyramid construction process some of the noises are suppressed (i.e. from 2nd left 

























Figure 64. Test sample with noise 
 
 
Figure 65 and Figure 66 shows two other test cases. On the left is an image with big 
graphical content and the textual area in this image has a lower contrast against its 
background area. In addition to the existence of noise, the right image has textual content 
with much darker intensity as compared to its background region. Both test cases 
demonstrate the ability of our algorithm to process image document with the existence of 
graphic/noise and even with varying intensity contrast of its textual content from the 












































Figure 65. Sample image with graphic Figure 66. Sample image with noise 
 
 
Figure 67 shows a test image with a very low textual content contrast. The resulting 
segmented word regions are represented as bounding boxes at the middle image. The final 
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binarized version is shown at the bottom image reflecting the combination results obtained 



































Figure 68 demonstrates the ability of our algorithm to extract even textual content of 
varying orientation from gray scale image. Each segmented word region is represented as a 
bounding box. Figure 69 shows the results obtained from an image with some background 
graphics. Finally a test image with varying background contrasts is shown in Figure 70. The 
results produce by our method and two other very popular thresholding methods (i.e. Otsu 
and the Entropy) are presented. The result demonstrates the ability of our method in 
removing background noises whereas noises remain in the results produced by the Otsu and 
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the Entropy method. From the result of 30 test cases we have experimented, our recall rate is 
85% and a precision rate of 87%. Recall is defined as the number of correct words detected 
by the system divided by the number of words present in the document. Precision is defined 




























































Figure 70. a:Original image, b:Our algorithm, c:Otsu thresholding, d:Entropy thresholding 
 
6.7 Summary and Discussion 
We have proposed a new methodology to segment textual regions from gray scale image 
document. Our technique defers the usual pre-processing steps in doing binarization and 
filtering of noise/graphical object till the post-processing steps after the actual textual 
subject regions are extracted. Such changes have been proven to be effective as shown in 
our experimental results where focus of attention is achieved thus allowing a simpler 
binarization/filtering process and also the flexibility to use different methods for different 
subject regions. The paper also introduces a new way in using the irregular pyramid to 
perform the extraction from gray scale images. The process has shown to be effective in 
identifying the subject boundary region, followed by the full extraction of the complete 
word. In addition, the ability to extract text from interfering background objects and also 











Chapter 7  
Textual Segmentation from Color Document Images 
This chapter presents the result of an adaptive region growing segmentation technique for 
color document images using an irregular pyramid structure. It is published in [71]. The 
emphasis is in the segmentation of textual components for subsequent extraction in 
document analysis. The segmentation is done in the RGB color space. A simple color 
distance measurement and a category of color thresholds are derived. The proposed method 
utilizes a hybrid approach where color feature based clustering followed by detailed region 
based segmentation is performed. Clustering is done by merging image color points 
surrounding a color seed selected dynamically. The clustered regions are then put through a 
detailed segmentation process where an irregular pyramid structure is utilized. Dynamic and 
repeating selection of the most suitable seed region, fitting changing local condition during 
the segmentation, is implemented. The growing of regions is done through the use of 
multiple seeds growing concurrently. The algorithm is evaluated according to 2 factors and 
compared with an existing method. The result is encouraging and demonstrates the ability 
and efficiency of our algorithm in achieving the segmentation task. 
 
As compared to the binary and gray scale document images, color document images 
contain much richer set of information. The use of varying colors allows the subject textual 
area to be distinguishable from the background and non-subject regions. On the one hand, 
the color attribute provides an additional avenue for the extraction of textual components. 
On the other hand, it also introduces new complexity and difficulties. First is the variety of 
color spaces that can be used where each has its pros and cons. No single space is general 
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enough for all uses. Second is the distance measurement problem. Till date there is yet a 
standard and precise way of measuring color distance, which is a crucial parameter for all 
segmentation tasks. Third is the storage requirement. In a frequently used 24-bit true color 
image, the storage requirement will increase by 3 times that of a gray scale image. Due to 
this increase in the representation dimension, the number of unique color points will also 
increase to 16 millions. This will intensify the processing complexity. Nevertheless, there 
are various proposed methods attempting to overcome the problem and complexity in order 
to benefit from the advantage of using the color attribute in the segmentation process.  
7.1 Related Works 
Color document images have gained increasing popularity in its usage. There are many 
proposed techniques for color segmentation. As categorized by [216], color segmentation 
can be divided into feature-space based, image-domain based and physics based techniques. 
Feature-based methods focus their attention only on the color features where color similarity 
is the key and only criterion to segment image content. Color quantization as discussed in 
the following paragraph belongs to the feature-space based method. Spatial relationship 
among color is ignored. This has resulted in a problem where the segmented regions are 
usually fragmented. Extra and elaborate post-processing is required to retain the 
compactness of the regions. Image-domain based methods belong to a category of methods 
that take spatial factors into consideration. The technique utilizes both color and spatial 
factors in its homogeneity evaluation. Physics based techniques are mainly used to process 
real scene images where the physical models of the reflections properties of materials are 
utilized. Despite the large number of proposed color segmentation algorithms, only a 
handful of them have directly addressed the document image processing domain with the 
focus in text segmentation and extraction. The key requirement in this domain is not so 
much in attempting to find the best approximation in terms of the color features. Rather, the 
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emphasis is on how well the segmentation process can achieve the retention of major 
document components (i.e. text or non-text) and at the same time realizes the compactness 
within each component. The challenge is to have just a sufficient number of unique colors 
for the former and minimizing the color uniqueness to attain the later.  
 
Color quantization has the same effect as the gray scale binarization process to reduce the 
representing state of the image content to simplify the processing task. In terms of the color 
domain, it may also be due to the requirement in adapting to a specific hardware constraint. 
There are two main types of color format. They are the GIF format which has 256 unique 
colors and the JPEG format that supports true color of 24-bit (i.e. 16 million colors). In view 
of the number of unique colors in the true color format the need to reduce the representing 
state is definitely more pressing than the GIF format (TIF and PNG are also becoming 
popular in recent years). Unlike in gray scale binarization, color quantization will reduce to 
a certain number of representing states other than the binary state. This will enable the 
retention of the richness in using color to differentiate between different image objects 
during the segmentation stage. The dividing line between color quantization and color 
segmentation is very thin. By accurately quantizing an input image, it will result in the 
correct segmentation of the image object. Moreover this will require finer control of the 
quantization process. We will leave this process to the segmentation stage and focus on the 
reduction of the most similar color point in this pre-processing step. On the one hand, the 
quantization process will be required to reduce as much unique color points as possible to 
reduce the segmentation work load. On the other hand it must also not reduce to such an 
extent that it will affect the subsequent proper segmentation of the image. There are several 
common quantization methods like the bit-dropping technique, the median cut algorithm, 
the popularity algorithm and the Octrees method. Some of these methods are reported in 
[201, 206]. On one extreme is the bit-dropping technique used by Jain and Yu in their paper 
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[85] where every truncation in the lowest order bit of the color bands (i.e. R,G,B) will 
reduce the intensity level of each band by half. As a result a truncation of the lowest order 
6bits will result in 64 unique colors. Although it is the simplest and the fastest, it is also the 
most inaccurate method due to the “forced” clusterization of color points without 
considering the actual color distribution of the input image. On the other end we have the 
histogram-based method where the actual color content of the image is analyzed to obtain 
the most occurrence color points, to be followed by allowing the remaining color points to 
join with the nearest peak color. Despite the improved accuracy, the use of the histogram 
has created additional computation load. There is also other form of quantization method.  A. 
Antonacopoulos and D. Karatzas [81] proposed the use of the usual connected component 
method, amended to work within the color space to merge pixels of similar color.  
 
As in the gray scale domain, the majority of the proposed methods utilize the feature-
space based color quantization method as a pre-processing step which is followed by the 
usual textual segmentation technique in performing smearing, connected component 
analysis or the XY-cutting. The main difference is in the execution of these techniques on 
different color layers. Jain and Yu [85] use the connected component method in the 
localization of texts from images and videos after quantizing the color image with the bit-
dropping method. In [211] a histogram based technique is used in the quantization of color. 
It follows by a XY-cutting approach in discarding the homogenous background region and 
finally the merging of the remaining regions within the same color cluster. Connected 
component method and the RLSA techniques with horizontally aligned text assumption are 
also used in [202, 207]. Besides sharing the same problem as in the processing of the binary 
and the gray scale images in the requirement of a Manhattan layout, a new problem which 
generates fragmented textual result surfaces. The method proposed in [76] is a clear 
illustration of the problem faced in using feature-space based technique where a very 
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intricate post-processing stage in performing connected component analysis is required to 
merge fragments of textual region. 
 
In order to solve the problem faced in the feature-space based technique; there are some 
proposed methods that attempt to incorporate the spatial factor while performing feature-
space based color segmentation. In [217], an interesting color clustering concept is used in 
the RGB color space. It divides the RGB Cartesian space into multiple numbers of fixed size 
cubes where each cube will hold the occurrence of pixels having the color defined within 
the cube. A pointer chain is then constructed by analyzing the 26 potential neighboring 
cubes to locate the local maximum with the highest number of occurring pixels. It performs 
the clustering in a three dimensional space. In order to take into consideration of the spatial 
factor a 4th dimension is added. The additional dimension is defined by dividing the image 
plane into horizontal strips where each strip will contain a fixed number of image rows. 
Each bin in the 4th dimensional space will now contain the pixel occurrence of a specified 
color range located along a certain strip. Although it overcomes some of the problems faced 
due to the lack of spatial factor, the effectiveness is restricted to the size of the cube and the 
widths of the strips. The accuracy of the segmentation result will also depend on where the 
color space and the image plane are divided. Despite the problem it is an efficient method 
capitalizing on the efficiency and simplicity of using histogram and at the same time 
incorporating the spatial factor in the clustering progress. Another conceptually similar 
system proposed in [79] also attempts to incorporate spatial information into a feature-based 
type of color clustering by computing a spatial proximity among colors within a local 
region.  
 
Under the image domain based color segmentation category, splitting/merging and region 
growing are two main techniques. The common processing steps are the selection of a seed 
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region, the growing or splitting of regions from this seed point, the merging of homogenous 
regions and a stopping criterion for growing or splitting. In terms of textual segmentation, 
this is not a frequently used technique despite its ability to truly take both color and spatial 
factors into consideration in segmentation. By nature this is a sequential process where each 
pixel and all its neighbors have to be evaluated. The processing order becomes critical at 
points with the same homogeneity value. The selection of a suitable seed region is another 
problem where the initial selected seed region may dominate the growing or splitting 
process. Although many proposed methods attempt to solve this problem by making the best 
selection, the suitability of a region being a seed point does change during the segmentation 
process. A final problem is in the determination of an appropriate growing criterion (e.g. 
color distance) which dictates the growing path of a region. Most methods choose to use an 
empirical value or leave this as a program parameter for the user to specify. These problems 
are reported in [208, 216, 221]. One example of the region growing approach in textual 
segmentation is shown in [89] where a general region-based method of growing a region 
into the nearest neighbors with the least differences in the color intensity without any 
explicit selection of seed point is implemented. One common difficulty in such method is 
the determination of a segmentation threshold used to define constitution of a homogenous 
region.  Another example as proposed by D. Karatzas and A. Antonacopoulos [83] employs 
a fuzzy approach by using a derived connections ratio reflecting the degree of connectivity 
and the color “closeness” within the L*a*b* color space between quantized components as 
the inputs to produce the propinquity values for all possible pair of components. Merger will 
then begin with the sorted list of propinquity values. 
 
In contrast to all the above methods, our contributions are in 4 areas. First is in the area of 
color measurement where a simple measurement method in the RGB color space is derived 
as described in section 7.2. Second is in the area of color quantization where an efficient 
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method without the need of a color histogram is proposed in section 7.3.1. Third is in our 
region growing method where seeds are selected dynamically and repeatedly to suit the best 
local condition, which avoids the problem of having a fixed seed dominating the entire 
growing process. The problem of sequential processing encountered by the other region 
growing methods is also addressed by having multiple seeds to grow concurrently. The 
fourth area is in our use of the irregular pyramid structure which differs from the traditional 
pyramid in that it constructs the pyramid from an intermediate level instead of the original 
base level in pixel format. It has greatly enhanced the processing speed. The Last two 
contributions are described in section 7.3.3. 
7.2 Color Space and Distance Measurement 
In color segmentation the RGB color space is most commonly used where each color is 
represented by a triplet red, green and blue intensity. HSI is another common color space 
where a color is characterized by the degree of Hue, Saturation and Intensity variance. 
Another category of color space is based on the CIE color model. The main aim of this 
model is to provide a uniform color spacing that facilitates direct measurement of color 
distance. L*a*b* is one of such color space. While selecting a color space for image 
segmentation, the key consideration is the ability to have an accurate and efficient way to 
measure color distance. Color distance is used as a measurement of color similarity where 
pixels/regions satisfying a certain degree of color homogeneity are grouped to form a 
cluster. In this aspect the CIE L*a*b* color space seems to be the most promising where the 
color distance can be computed directly from the Euclidean distance of the Lab coordinates 
(i.e. delta-E). In spite of this, not many proposed methods make use of this color space. This 
may be due to the complexity of its conversion process from the RGB color space and also 
some controversy in its accuracy. In HSI color space, color distance is frequently measured 
along the individual axis separately. Although the Hue component alone can be used to 
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measure color similarity as in [77], it is not sufficient for detailed segmentation. Both 
Saturation and Intensity value must also be utilized for finer segmentation results as in [76]. 
In addition to this requirement to analyze the three axes separately, a further complication 
exists when the Saturation value is low where all colors look almost the same despite 
varying Hue value. This is reported both in [216] and [77]. In view of these problems we 
have decided to use the RGB color space. It is efficient because no conversion is required. 
Although it also suffers from the non-uniformity problem where the same distance between 
two color points within the color space may be perceptually quite different in different parts 
of the space, within a certain color threshold it is still definable in terms of color 
consistency. 
  
In order to analyze the color distance measurement in the RGB color space for the 
definition of color similarity, we have conducted an experiment. The experiment starts with 
a pivot color. It will then randomly generate 620 non-repeating variation of color points 
with the same distance from the pivot color computed by using the same distance function 
(i.e. Euclidean or Manhattan). The color point is a 20x20pixels square which is about the 
size of a 12point character. All colors are then visually inspected by 10 human subjects to 
determine its similarity. Each observer will vote for one of the 7 categories as shown in 
Table 6. This process is then repeated for color distance, in the range of 10 to 500 by a step 
of 10, computed by different distance measurements. The final result is obtained by taking 
the majority vote. The result of the experiment reveals that the Manhattan distance is a 
better distance measurement where the generated color points exhibit a more stable visual 
color similarity. In contrast, the Euclidean distance measurement will produce a wider 
variation of color perception with the same color distance. This finding shows that color is 
formed by the additive of the varying red, green and blue intensity and not so much of the 
physical Euclidean distance between the color points. The various categories of threshold 
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limit obtained through the experiment are shown in Table 6. It is categorized into 4 main 
groups. The first group belongs to those below 71 where the same color is observed with a 
very low intensity variance. The second group ranges from 71 to 120 where the color 
appears to be from the same color series (e.g. dark/light brown) with varying degree of 
intensity. The third group ranges from 121 to 190 where different colors are observed with 
varying color ranges. Color above 190 becomes quite random and thus is considered as 
undefined and cannot be interpreted. 
 
Table 6. Categories of color threshold limits 
Threshold Visual inspection result 
10 to 30 Same color. 
31 to 70 Same color, low intensity variance. 
71 to 90 Same color series. 
91 to120 Same color series, low intensity variance. 
121 to 150 Difference color, small color range. 
151 to 190 Difference color, wider color range. 
Above 190 Very random occurring color. 
 
Based on this experimental result, the following color distance function is derived as 
shown in equation 38. The function will compute the total absolute variation of the 
respective RGB values between 2 color vectors (i.e. and x yC C
uur uur
). The further additive factor 
σ  is to discriminate between well distributed color variance among all RGB values and 
those with un-even variance distribution.  The former reflects better color consistency than 
the later. If the distance is within the threshold T1 then the 2 colors are considered “close”. 
Otherwise they are treated as 2 unique colors. Although the use of a single threshold to 
determine the “closeness” between two colors may not be the most precise way of color 
measurement in the RGB color space, in our context for text segmentation it is more than 
sufficient. In [210], the authors also make use of a human perception evaluation of color 
differences to guide the color clustering process. 
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7.3 Proposed Method 
 Our proposed method is a combination of color feature based and region based color 
segmentation process. The algorithm utilizes a color feature based technique to perform fast 
segmentation of regions with very close colors in a pre-processing stage.  Based on the 
result, region-based growing method is then employed to perform detailed segmentation of 
the remaining regions taking both color and spatial factors into consideration. 
7.3.1 Pre-processing Stage 
 In a 24-bit true color input image, the number of unique colors will frequently exceed 
half of the image size. Most of these colors are perceptually close and cannot be 
differentiated by human beings. In our study of the RGB color space, a color variance of 30 
and below will fall into this category. As a result the pre-processing stage will attempt to 
aggregate colors within a boundary of T1=15 surrounding the pivot color as a cluster. This 
will ensure that the maximum color distance among all colors inside the cluster is within 30. 
Due to the usually large number of color points, we employ a simple and yet efficient way 
of clustering. The process will loop through the entire image. As it moves, pivot color points 
are identified. A color point with variance exceeding 2 times the T1 limit is inserted as a new 
pivot color. Those within the color limit are clustered with the closest pivot color. The 
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efficiency and accuracy of this process lie in between fixed partitioning of the color space as 
in bit-dropping technique and the selection of a color seed by giving preference to a bigger 
region [210]. Our proposed method is more efficient without the pre-requisite to build a 
histogram for the selection of a suitable color seed. It is also more accurate than the bit-
dropping technique by building the pivot color list dynamically as it loops through the 
image. As compared to bit-dropping where a fixed partition is used regardless of the actual 
color distribution, this process will avoid non-existent color points. The final output from 
this stage is a group of pixel clusters having color similarity within a limit of 30. 
7.3.2 Pyramid Model 
The pyramid data point attributes used in this model is almost the same as the model used 
in the previous section to process gray scale document images. The differences are in the 
way the intensity value is represented, the derivation of the surviving value and the 
computation and the application of the local threshold attribute. There is no noise status 
attribute in this model. 
 
{ }, , , , , , , , ,  ,   ,   ,   ,   ,   ,   ,  p y a b c s r lti j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i jD d d d d d d d d= uuur uuur uuuruuur  (39) 
 
Since the inputs are the color document images, the intensity attribute will become a 
vector attribute holding the red, green and blue intensity value with 256 intensity levels. The 
computation of the color distance between two pyramid data points will follow the 
Manhattan color distance measurement as described in the previous section. 
{ }, , , , ,   ,   y r g bi j i j i j i jd Y Y Y=uuur  (40) 
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In this model the surviving value is derived by allowing each pyramid data point to vote 
for its closest neighbor satisfying an eligibility function. The function will evaluate the 
closeness between two data points. At the end of the voting process, the surviving attribute 
of each pyramid data point will reflect the total number of “close” neighbors. This will 
enable those data points with more neighborhood support to survive and eventually claims 
these “close” neighbors as children. 
 
In the previous processing of gray scale document images, the local threshold attribute is 
used to retain the lightest intensity value which defines the foreground region. Any pixels 
with intensities darker than this value are considered as the foreground regions. In the 
current model the local threshold attribute has a different definition and also varies in its 
application. Although it is also a threshold value that is determined locally within the 
surrounding neighbors, it is computed in a different way. The local threshold value of a 
pyramid data point Di,j is defined in equation 41 as the minimal between a local contrast 
value and another threshold value 3T . Just like the local contrast value uses in the previous 
method, it is obtained by taking the average of all the color distances between the color 




 and the color vectors of all the surrounding 
neighbors yqα
uur
. The value reflects the degree of color intensity variation within a local 
region.  Nevertheless the computed intensity variation value must be confined within a 
certain range. This is due to the fact that color distance beyond a certain range will become 
meaningless as discussed in section 7.2. As a result an upper limit 3T  is required in the 
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The simplest way to define the upper limit T3 is to select a suitable threshold limit from 
Table 6 where the various categories of color threshold limits are identified. Although it is a 
convenient method, the method is too rigid where the selected value may not cater for the 
various input images with varying degree of color contrasts. The question of which category 
of the color threshold is considered as an appropriate upper limit also exists. In order to have 
a suitable upper bound value that can apply to all images, T3 is determined globally 
according to the content of each input image. As shown below in equation 42, T3 is defined 
as the overall average color variance among all pixels P for the entire image plus the 
standard deviation among all the variances. In order to have a good estimate for T3, flat 
regions with zero variance and regions whose variance are beyond the 190 threshold as 
stated in Table 6 are ignored. 
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Unlike in our previous model where the local threshold attribute is used directly in the 
selection of children, in this model it is used in the definition of color “closeness” between 
regions. Two regions are considered “close” in color if their color distance is below this 
local color threshold. Further elaboration in the use of this local threshold attribute will be 
presented in section 7.4. 
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7.3.3 Detailed Segmentation Stage 
 This stage will perform a detailed analysis of the resulting clustered regions from the 
pre-processing stage and continue to merge regions having a larger color variance. Region 
growing within an irregular pyramid structure is used as a means to perform clustering. In 
the current context we can view the pyramid building process as a way to perform image 
segmentation by growing seed regions. The selection of a survivor is equivalent to the 
selection of a seed region. The claiming of non-survivors by the survivor as its children is 
comparable to the growing of the seed. In contrast to a regular pyramid, this effect can be 
achieved through the use of irregular pyramid structure because of its flexibility in survivor 
selection and the ability to perform selective claiming of suitable neighboring non-survivors. 
Intended segmentation result can thus be obtained through a suitable definition of the seed 
selection criteria and the appropriate designation of growing or claiming rules. In our 
algorithm the selecting and the growing of seed regions will follow three basic eligibility 
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A region is eligible to participate in the selection and the growth processes if it satisfies 
all three eligibility criteria. The selection and the growth of a seed region will only occur 
among regions that exhibit spatial adjacency, color closeness and size inferiority. An 
arbitrary region X is eligible to participate in the process initiated by a pivot region Di,j, if it 




). A neighboring region will only be 
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 falls within a 
local threshold ,
lt
i jd  where the superscript “y” denotes color. Finally only smaller or equal 
size neighbor is evaluated where the superscript “a” represents size. 
  
Unlike the traditional pyramid structure where the base pyramid level is the original input 
image in pixel format, our proposed algorithm will begin the pyramid in a region format (i.e. 
group of pixels). After the initial pre-processing stage, regions with small color variance are 
formed. Connected component analysis is then used to identify individual regions from the 
respective color clusters. These extracted regions will form the base of the pyramid. This 
change in using the intermediate result avoids the processing of the first few pyramid levels 
which are the most time consuming. After the formation of a pyramid base and the 
determination of neighborhood relationship, the survivor/seed selection process will begin. 
The seed selection process is based on the surviving value as defined in the pyramid model 
section (i.e. 7.3.2). The surviving value of each region will reflect the total number of 
“close” neighbors that satisfy the 3 eligibility criteria. The process will then determine a 
local maximum having the largest number of neighborhood’s vote. Region that has the 
largest number of “suitable” neighbors is a good seed candidate that will enable maximum 
“healthy” growing of the seed region into its surrounding.  
 
With the selected seed, the growing of region will begin. In a traditional irregular 
pyramid construction process, this is the child selection stage where each survivor will claim 
a set of suitable surrounding non-survivors as its children. In our context, we will treat this 
stage as the growing of the selected seed regions into the eligible surrounding neighbors. 
Instead of having the seed actively growing into its neighbors, our algorithm allows the 
neighbors to take an active role in searching for the most suitable seed. The first alternative 
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in the selection of children is used in this method where the non-survivor will act as the 
pivot point to locate the closest survivor. A non-surviving region X will become part of a 
seed S, if S is the nearest to the region X among all eligible seed regions α  of X as shown in 
equation 44. In order not to confuse the α  as the neighbors of Di,j, we use S to represent the 
surviving seed point that is nearest to X. Region X will evaluate all its surrounding seed 
regions α , which it is eligible to evaluate, and merge with one having the lowest color 
variance. This will maximize the color closeness among regions that are merged. Due to the 
use of the eligibility function, there is no requirement to set an upper limit for the minimal 
color distance. 
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After this stage the entire process to construct another new pyramid level will repeat. A 
newly formed region ,i 1 kR +  on pyramid level i+1 will encapsulate a seed region ,i jR , and a 
group of non-surviving regions rβ  on the lower level i. All the non-survivors rβ  are 
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The pyramid construction process will stop when the reduction rate is below 0.1. 
Reduction rate is defined as the decreasing rate in the number of newly created regions on 
the next higher pyramid level. Through experiment we observe that 0.1 is the break-even 
point where any continuation in the growing process beyond this stage will not yield any 
noticeable improvement in the segmentation result. The outputs from the final pyramid level 
are the various connected components on the respective color layers. The next stage is the 
text extraction process where the connected components on each respective color layers are 
extracted and their textual status is verified. The verification is done through a simple 
component’s size, width and height consistency check to determine its textual identity. 
7.4 Threshold Derivation 
This section will describe the motivation behind the derivation of the local threshold 
value ,
lt
i jd  which is used in the eligibility function to determine the color closeness of two 
regions. Two regions are “close”, if their color differences fall below this threshold. It is 
different from T1 used in the pre-processing stage (i.e. section 7.3.1) which is an empirical 
value. This threshold is dynamically and locally determined by taking the average of all 
color variances between a pivot region and all its neighbors. This has enabled a good 
adaptation to the varying color contrast conditions across image regions. The design of the 
formula is based on the assumption that regions belonging to the same image object will 
have a lower color contrast than those in different image objects. During the initial growing 
stage of a region, the majority of the neighboring regions may belong to the same object. 
The threshold will provide an unrestrictive and yet steady growth of the regions. As the 
growing reaches its maturity (i.e. reaching the boundary) the majority of the regions with 
homogenous background will stop at this threshold value (i.e. average variance). For the 
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remaining regions with a complex background, the upper color limit of T3 is used to avoid 
excessive over segmentation of region.  
7.5 Experimental Results 
Evaluation of color segmentation is not an easy task. There exists no general 
methodology to evaluate the correctness of a color segmentation result. The validity of the 
resulting colors and the segmented regions will vary according to the human perception and 
the original intent. As a result the measurement is more qualitative rather than quantitative. 
The existence of the wide variety of color space representations and the utilized 
segmentation techniques also add on to the evaluation complexity. This has also led to the 
difficulty in comparative study among algorithms. Since the ultimate aim of our proposed 
algorithm is to achieve color document image segmentation in preserving both the major 
graphical and textual components with the later as the focus, we will evaluate the result 
based on 2 factors. The most important factor is to evaluate how well the algorithm can 
ensure spatial compactness in the segmented textual region. The second factor will assess 
the effectiveness in the retention of the original image content (i.e. non-text) after 
segmentation. The evaluation method for the first factor is by counting the number of 
correctly extracted textual components from the respective color layers that is visually 
recognizable. The second factor is measured by visually counting the number of retained 
major features in the image. For doing a comparative study we will use the “pointer” 
method [217] as described in section 7.1.  
 
Figure 71 shows the test sample of a logo extracted on the web. After color segmentation 
and text extraction, all recognizable text regions are detected with minor over segmentation 
for the character “A” (i.e. part c and part f). Figure 71b shows the segmentation result of the 
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“pointer” method where only the centre bigger texts (i.e. aitp) are extracted as shown in 
Figure 71e. All smaller texts along the circular path are classified as noise. As shown in 
Figure 71d, the “pointer” method has failed to group pixels within the character as a single 
color cluster. As a result, pixels belonging to the same character are fragmented into 
multiple color layers. Without further connected component analysis, each fragment of the 
character will be too small in size to be classified as text. The lack in the color value 
continuity for pointer chasing may be the main cause for the failure. Figure 72 is a test 
sample of an advertisement on the web for onions. As shown in Figure 72f all text regions 
are extracted correctly by our method. In contrast, the “pointer” method produces results as 
illustrated in Figure 72b and Figure 72d showing components on 2 different color layers 
holding the main bulk of the textual contents. In order to better demonstrate the degree of 
fragmentation, these images are used instead of the image after text extraction where most 
of the components are removed as graphic. As seen in these 2 images, the textual regions are 
split into 2 main color clusters. Although visually the representative colors for the 2 layers 
are close, both co-exist as the color peaks in their own local region in the feature space and 
thus they are clustered as 2 separate color layers. Figure 73 demonstrates the same effect for 
another test sample where the word “On” and the character “n” in “volcanoes” are 
segmented into multiple color layers as shown in Figure 73c, Figure 73d and Figure 73e. Our 
method has proven again to be effective with the correct and full extraction as shown in 
Figure 73g. Figure 74a shows a test sample of a poster with the majority of textual areas 
having been segmented properly by both methods, except for the character “e” in the word 
“Views” in Figure 74d (i.e. “pointer” method). Due to the close proximity in terms of color 
for both text and background, the character is completely integrated into the background 
object. On the contrary, our method identifies the character properly with no problem (i.e. 
Figure 74g). The middle test sample: weather service logo in Figure 74b demonstrates the 
ability of our algorithm in preserving major regional contents (i.e. woman and tower) as 
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shown in Figure 74h whereas the “pointer” method has resulted in both regions almost being 
absorbed into the background area (i.e. Figure 74e). This may be due to the problem of using 
histogram where the color pixel count for both regions is small. The possibility of such a 
weak color becoming a local maximum is very low. As such it is absorbed by a neighboring 
stronger color in terms of the area coverage. The last sample in Figure 74c shows an image 
having colors that are perceptually very close. This has stretched the “pointer” method to its 
extreme where the result is a single cluster of color. In contrast, our method performs 
satisfactorily.  
 
The results after evaluating 38 images according to the 2 factors are shown in Table 7 
which confirms that our algorithm achieved the intended task. For textual components, our 
method achieved a 84% identification rate (i.e. 128/152) as compared to the 70% attained by 
the “pointer” method. The majority of the results are satisfactory except for images with 
very high color variance among the textual fragments where the aim of compactness cannot 
be obtained.  
 
Table 7. Evaluation result 
Factors Original Pyramid Pointer 
Text 152 128 (84%) 107 (70%) 





















Figure 71. Test sample : logo 
(a) original image, (b) pointer segmentation, (c) pyramid segmentation,  














Figure 72. Test sample : onions advertisement 
(a) original image, (b) pointer segmentation color layer 1,  
(c) pointer segmentation, (d) pointer segmentation color layer 2,  























Figure 73. Test sample : volcanoes advertisement 
(a) original image, (b) pointer segmentation,  
(c),(d),(e) pointer segmentation color layers,  















Figure 74. Three test samples: Poster, Weather service logo, Wildlife magazine 
(a) (b) (c) original image,  
(d) (e) (f) pointer segmentation,  




















Although the main subject of the proposed method is color document images, it can 
easily be modified to also process gray scale images. The only change to the algorithm is to 
replace the color distance measurement to a gray scale intensity distance measurement 
which is simply the absolute gray scale level difference between two regions. Due to the 
ability of the algorithm to produce result in the form of multiple gray scale layers with each 
layer holding their own set of connected components, the problem in binarizing or 
segmenting gray scale images with the existence of reverse text is solved. Our method was 
recently used for text extraction from name card images. It has been found that the name 
card designs are getting more and more fanciful with complex background color and reverse 
contrast text. A commercially available name card scanner [223] for name card text 
extraction and database construction has encountered problems due to such fanciful design. 
Our method was used for testing and has been found to produce promising results. The 
following are some examples. Figure 75 shows an image containing texts in different gray 
scale intensity including some reverse contrast texts on a background with varying gray 
scale level. Figure 76 presents the final segmentation result. On the left is the original 
segmentation result by merging all gray scale layers into a single image. On the right in 
Figure 76 shows the result after some noise removal where those components with extreme 
sizes (i.e. very large and very small components) are removed. Figure 77 shows the subject 
components on the various gray scale layers after the pre-processing and the detailed 
segmentation process. Figure 78 shows another test sample containing text in reverse 
contrast. As demonstrated, the texts are identified correctly by the algorithm. An interesting 
test sample in Figure 79 where there exist some background pattern. Instead of badly 
affected by these patterns, the algorithm manages to segment most of the textual regions. 
When comparing the result of the final test sample in Figure 80 to the result produced by the 
Otsu’s thresholding method in Figure 81, the uses of our adaptive growing method in 

























































































































































7.6 Summary and Discussion 
We have proposed a novel color segmentation technique to be used for text extraction. 
The segmentation is done in the RGB color space. A simple color distance measurement 
(i.e. Manhattan) and category of color thresholds are derived. The proposed algorithm is 
divided into two stages. The initial pre-processing stage utilizes a dynamic seed selection 
and clustering process with very close color range. The clustered regions are then used as an 
input to the detailed segmentation process (i.e. 2nd stage) where both color and spatial 
factors are considered. The segmentation is based on a region growing technique. Irregular 
pyramid is used for the segmentation. It differs from other region-growing methods in its 
selection of seeds and the way regions are grown. The algorithm is evaluated according to 2 
factors and compared with the “pointer” method [217]. The results have demonstrated the 
ability of our algorithm in achieving segmentation for text extraction.  
 
In addition we have also demonstrated the simplicity in switching the algorithm to 
process gray scale images. Our method has also been found useful for name card text 




Chapter 8  
The Storage Requirement and the Processing Speed Analysis 
While our irregular pyramid has been shown to provide a novel solution to text 
segmentation problem, one concern of the choice of the pyramid structure is the 
computational cost involved. This chapter will analyze the storage requirement of our 
irregular pyramid operation with the view in estimating the system’s complexity. 
Experiments are carried out to confirm our storage requirement analysis. Processing time 
will also be measured in the same experiments to assess the system’s computational cost.  
8.1 Storage Requirement Analysis 
We will first examine the regular pyramid’s storage requirement and then adaptive 
irregular pyramid before we move on to our irregular pyramid structure.  
8.1.1 Regular Pyramid Model 
In a regular pyramid structure, the number of data points on each pyramid level is based 
on a fixed dimensional reduction ratio R as described in section 2.4.1. A reduction ratio of 
two will translate into a reduction in image size by 2R . This will result in a pyramid size of 
64, 16, 4 and 1 from the lower pyramid level to the final pyramid apex as shown in Table 2. 
As a result the number of data points on each pyramid level is constant with respect to the 
reduction ratio. For a reduction ratio of 2 the total number of pyramid data points, including 
the base level, is approximately 1.33 times that of the input image size as shown in equation 
46. The computation is shown as follow where the first term is the number of data points on 
the base pyramid level, follow by the number of data points on each respective subsequent 
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level and finally the pyramid apex which has a single data point. For a reduction ratio of 3 
the total number is 1.17 times of the original image. 
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where N number of data points on pyramid level 0




8.1.2 Adaptive Irregular Pyramid Model 
As compared to the regular pyramid, the irregular pyramid will only have a constant 
number of data point on the base and the first pyramid level. The number of data points on 
the base pyramid level is the total number of pixels in the input image (i.e. image size). Data 
points on the first pyramid level will depend on the survivor selection process. The selection 
is based on the identification of a maximal independent set satisfying two selection rules (i.e. 
“No two neighbors will survive together” and “Non-survivor will have at least one 
neighboring survivor”). If we assume a strict compliance of these two rules in the selection 
of the survivors then we are able to compute an estimated number of survivors on the first 
pyramid level. Figure 82 shows three possible survivor selection scenarios in a 5x5 image. 
The character “S” in bold represents the selected survivors and the character “N” represent 
the non-survivors. The left image shows the worst case situation where there are a total of 
nine selected survivors to form the next higher pyramid level. The middle image shows the 
average situation with six survivors. The right image demonstrates the best case scenario 
with only four survivors. From these three images we can see that the selection process 
attains its maximal decimation when a single survivor is surrounded by eight non-survivors. 
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Figure 82. Three possible survivor selection scenarios (left: worst, middle: average, right: best) 
 
 
By a quick estimation, we find that the total number of pyramid data points will fall 
within the range defined by the best and the worst case as follows. 
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N 9 for the best case
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We carried out an experiment on the adaptive irregular pyramid model, which always 
fulfills both the survivor selection rules at all time with the total intensity variance among 
neighboring regions as the surviving value. Table 8 shows the summary collected from a 
total of 45 images of various types (i.e. all texts, text and graphic and all graphics) and sizes. 
The second column shows the average size reduction ratios among all input images on the 
various pyramid levels. The third column shows the standard deviation among the average 
and the last two columns reflect the minimal and the maximal size reduction ratios among 
the 45 input images.  
 
Table 8. Results obtained by using various input images 
Levels Average Standard deviation Minimal Maximal 
0 5.0 0.32 4.4 5.3 
1 4.4 0.20 4.1 4.7 
2 4.3 0.14 4.1 4.5 
3 4.2 0.15 3.8 4.4 
4 3.9 0.28 3.4 4.5 
5 3.5 0.43 2.9 4.3 
6 2.6 0.47 1.9 3.3 
7 4.9 4.25 1.9 16.0 
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The reduction ratio on the first pyramid level confirms our above analysis which stays in 
between the worst case of 4 and the best case of 9. Based on this result we can make two 
observations. The first observation is that the size reduction rate for all images falls within a 
very narrow range of standard deviation values. Despite the varying image types and sizes, 
the reduction rate on each pyramid level is fairly similar among all the images. The second 
observation is a gradual slowing down of the reduction rate as in Figure 83 except for a 
sudden jump of the reduction ratio in the last pyramid level indicating the merger of all 






















Figure 83. Size reduction ratio graph for different images 
 
 
By using the experimental data in Table 8 we will attempt to make an estimate of the 
total pyramid data points in this model by summing the reciprocal of all average reduction 
ratios as shown in equation 48. The total summation (i.e. including the 1) will result in a 
factor which reflects the size of the data points with respect to the size of the original image 
on all pyramid levels. For the first level we will use the worst case situation (i.e. 4). All 
remaining reduction ratios will be based on the average values in the experiment. Since 
there is a very narrow deviation in most of these average values (i.e. level 1 to 6), it should 
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be a very close representation of most cases. Due to the fact that the possible number of data 
points on the last pyramid levels is very low, the inclusion of their average reduction ratios 
in the computation will not affect much of the estimation. The estimated factor is 1.32 
which is very close to the regular pyramid model.  
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where r the reduction ratio at level j
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8.1.3 Our Irregular Pyramid Model 
Our irregular pyramid is quit different from the adaptive model without going into the 
details of the various difference, we will highlight three main differences from the adaptive 
version. The first difference is its departure from the standard survivor selection rule. There 
are two main categories of survivors. The first category is the legitimate survivors that 
follow both the selection rules. The second category is the non-legitimate survivors that 
violate the first selection rule (i.e. “No two neighbors will survivor together”). Due to the 
permission to allow the co-existence of the survivors in the neighborhood, this category of 
survivors will contribute to the increase in the total number of surviving data points. Under 
this category one group of the survivors are the root nodes and the other group of survivors 
are identified by the algorithm as the confirmed non-target regions. The second difference is 
the starting point of the irregular pyramid from a higher level rather than from the base. The 
third difference is the premature termination of our irregular pyramid before reaching the 
apex. From the above observation, the first difference could mean more processing in our 
irregular pyramid than the adaptive version due to the duplicated processing of survivors 
and neighbors. This however may be compensated by the second and third differences as 
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they will result in computational saving from unnecessary processing of the lower and the 
upper levels of the pyramid. Because of the high variability in the reduction ratio in the 
reduction ratio in our model, we carried out a similar experiment on our model as before. 
 
Table 9. An example of a test image using our model 








0 28800 3148 9.15 -  
1 3148 1085 2.90 663 61% 
2 1085 697 1.60 571 82% 
3 697 565 1.20 528 93% 
4 565 482 1.20 461 96% 
5 482 334 1.40 326 98% 
6 334 126 2.70 123 98% 
7 126 98 1.30 95 97% 
8 98 98 1.00 98 100% 
 
 
Table 10. Results obtained by using various input images 
Levels Average Standard deviation Minimal Maximal 
0 11.6 6.89 3.1 29.7 
1 2.5 0.73 1.3 3.6 
2 1.5 0.25 1.1 1.9 
3 1.3 0.20 1.0 1.6 
4 1.2 0.13 1.0 1.4 
5 1.2 0.14 1.0 1.4 
 
 
Table 9 shows the experimental result of a single test sample. On the first pyramid level, 
a reduction ratio as high as 9.15 was achieved by the clustering process. This ratio varies 
very greatly among different images even with the same clustering criteria as seen in Table 
10. As we move up the pyramid levels the reduction ratio decreases. In comparison with the 
previous two models, it has a lower reduction ratio in the subsequent higher pyramid levels. 
This is mainly due to those non-legitimate survivors shown in the second last column of 
Table 9 due to the departure from the standard selection rule as just explained above. The 
percentage of those non-legitimate survivors is fairly high and it increases towards the final 
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pyramid level. If the method of storing these survivors outside of the pyramid structure is 
employed, a better reduction ratio can be obtained. As reflected in Table 10, among the 
tested input images, larger deviation in the reduction ratio occurs on the second pyramid 
level while the remaining levels maintain at a moderate deviation range. The majority of the 
images reach the final formation stage at pyramid level 5 with a common stopping condition. 
Some images even stop before the 5th pyramid level as seen under the “minimal” column in 
Table 10 where a reduction ratio of 1 is reported with no further contraction in the pyramid 
data point. In view of the greater variable condition in our model we will compute the 
number of estimated data point in terms of three values (i.e. best, average and worst).  Since 
the reduction ratio on the first pyramid level has the largest deviation, we will make use of 
the maximal, average and the minimal reduction ratios for the best, average and worst 
scenarios estimation respectively. The remaining levels are based on the average value. The 
comparison data are shown in Table 11. 
 
Table 11. Summary of the estimated number of pyramid data points 
Model Number of times of the input image size 
Regular 1.33(R=2), 1.17(R=3) 
Adaptive 1.32 
Our model 1.08(best), 1.20(average), 1.76(worst) 
 
8.2 A Rough Estimation of Complexity 
The above storage requirement analysis gives us some idea to do a rough estimation of 
the complexity of our model, despite the high variability in the neighbor/survivor selection 
processes. While the analysis shows an increase of data points ranging from 8% to 76% in 
our model, the increase in the computational cost is not a mere correspondence to this factor. 
In fact, between two consecutive levels the main computational cost arises from the 
selection operation between the survivors and children. If we assume a constant reduction 
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ratio r and an image size N and let /1 rρ = , then the rough computational cost of the 
operation between level 0 and level 1 will be ( ) ( )2O N N O Nρ ρ× = . However, this 
computational cost decreases rapidly with the pyramid building towards the higher level. 
Thus the aggregate cost from the progressive pair-wise operation between successive levels 
will be as shown in equation 49. Thus the irregular pyramid operation cost basically has a 
polynomial growth, which is comparable to the traditional methods that require connected 
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8.3 Processing Speed Analysis 
The previous section was merely a rough and simplified estimation with an assumption of 
a constant reduction ratio. In reality, the actual computational cost will largely depend on 
the content of the image, which ultimately determines the various complexes processing 
between successive pyramid levels. As such, in this section, we will use some experimental 
data to illustrate the processing speed in using our irregular pyramid model in comparison 
with a conventional method. In this experiment, we will use the model for color document 
images described in Chapter 7. The main objective in this section is to present a general idea 
of the kind of processing speed in using our irregular pyramid model. Table 12 shows the 
image size and the processing speeds for the “pointer” method and our pyramid model as 
described in Chapter 7 for the various color images. In general the pyramid model has a 























“pointer” method. The speeds are recorded in spite of the fragmentation problem in the 
segmented textual content for the “pointer” method. Figure 84 shows the graph by plotting 
the image sizes against the processing speeds in both methods. For smaller image size, the 
processing speed is relatively similar in both methods. There are even cases where our 
model is faster than the “pointer” method. For a larger image size the pyramid model will 
have a higher processing speed. Nevertheless it is still within a tolerable limit. As observed 
in the last data point in Figure 84, the processing speed is not directly proportional to the 
image size. There is situation where the processing speed can be even lower than the smaller 
image size if majority of the image regions have similar colors.  
 
Table 12. Processing speeds for the various images (Pentium IV – 1.8GHz) 
Test Sample Size (pixels) Pointer method (sec) Pyramid method (sec) 
“Wildlife” Figure 74c 7,480 0.40 0.38 
“Infosurf” 9,072 0.71 0.76 
“aitp” Figure 71 18,496 1.18 1.67 
Liverpool 31,185 1.84 2.57 
“Planet” 41,160 2.30 0.97 
“sweet” Figure 72 67,584 5.23 7.21 
“Cities” Figure 73 76,500 6.23 12.16 
“Soho” Figure 74a 82,944 5.30 17.16 
“Newsfront” Figure 74b 133,500 13.63 23.96 






















Chapter 9  
Conclusions and Future Directions 
In this thesis we have addressed several issues of text segmentation in document image 
processing. Most document image analysis systems assume Manhattan layout of text. To 
date, there are not many satisfactory solutions to deal with documents containing sparse text 
in variable sizes and irregular alignments such as in pamphlets and advertisements. The 
adaptive binarization of gray scale document images also faced the problem in the need to 
pre-determine a fixed local window size. Color documents involving text on complex 
background also present another problem. In this we have proposed the use of irregular 
pyramid to address these problems. After the introductory chapter and two survey chapters 
on regular and irregular pyramids, we present out irregular pyramid solutions in chapters 4 
to 7. In Chapter 4 we propose the use of our pyramid model to provide a natural aggregation 
of word components of any sizes, fonts and orientations to solve the problem faced by most 
of the traditional methods. These methods generally assume Manhattan document layout 
and require complicated inter-textual component distance analysis. In Chapter 5 we extend 
our method in the segmentation of logical text groups with varying words’ orientation. This 
has provided solution to the detection of non-uniform logical grouping of text in contrast to 
the usual rectangular block layout segmentation approach in most traditional methods. In the 
processing of gray scale document images we have suggested the deferment of the 
binarization process after the segmentation of a rough textual region as described in Chapter 
6. This has not only dispensed with the need to pre-determine a fixed local window size as 
in most adaptive thresholding methods, it also permit a more focused thresholding process 
on the targeted textual region to achieve a better binarization process. Finally in Chapter 7 
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our proposed use of a concurrent region growing method within the pyramid structure 
enables the segmentation of color images in ensuring the extraction of a compact textual 
region which most other methods cannot achieve. We also demonstrated the ease in the 
alteration of our algorithm to solve the reverse contrast text problem faces in many gray 
scale document image processing methods. 
 
In Chapter 8 we present the storage requirement in using our irregular pyramid model and 
a brief estimation of its complexity with some measurements of its processing speed. As 
illustrated in the chapter, although the storage requirement is slightly higher than the regular 
pyramid model in the worst case scenario, depending on the design of the selection criteria 
and the nature of the input images it is of comparable size in the average case. In the 
processing speed, our method has about the same efficiency as the traditional method. For 
the larger image size, our method will take moderately longer time. In spite of this increase 
in the processing time, it is still within a tolerable limit. This slight increase in the storage 
requirement and the processing efficiency, however, is compensated by the novel solution 
offered by our method. In fact it is well known that pyramid structure is amenable to parallel 
processing [9, 10, 16]. With advances in computer technology such as the recent PC clusters, 
our irregular pyramid structure can be implemented in a parallel computing platform. The 
computational cost will thus not be an issue.  
 
 The fascinating aspect of an irregular pyramid structure is its close resemblance to the 
natural evolutional theory. A single pixel resides within an input image surrounded by some 
neighboring pixels where each has its own unique property. Due to the “closeness” of 
certain properties some are pulled together to form a region. These newly formed regions 
inherit new property by summarizing or through some form of agreement among all parties 
within the regions. Again each region will have a new group of neighboring regions and 
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through the interaction among neighboring regions with the same or a different type of 
“closeness” criteria they are merged again to form a larger region. This will continue and 
evolve until the final formation of the targeted region. This flexibility in the pyramid 
structure to manipulate the image information that allows an asynchronous and autonomous 
processing of individual processes within a hierarchical structure is not achievable in many 
other methods. The structure has provided a very flexible processing environment and yet 
bounding the information within a constant structure. The thesis has demonstrated this 
ability of the pyramid model through the various proposed methods in solving difficult 
document image processing problems.  
 
Although our methods have been shown to be able to solve many of the problems that the 
traditional techniques cannot achieve, just like any other methods our methods also have 
some limitations. Despite the ability to avoid the pre-determination of fixed distance 
threshold, the correct segmentation of word regions must still rely in the assumption of 
larger inter-words spacing than inter-characters spacing within the same word. Although this 
is a common and reasonable assumption, even human reader requires this setting to identify 
different words. Word regions will not be correctly segmented if the inter-word distance is 
the same or smaller than the inter-character distance. Another limitation is in the processing 
of joined text and graphical components. Due to the bottom-up approach we have employed 
in the aggregation of pixels into text, the growing of the text regions may continue to 
expand into the area of the graphical component. This will happen if both components have 
interconnected foreground pixels in the case of binary image and very close intensities in the 
case of gray scale or color images.  In this thesis we have only focused on the segmentation 
and the extraction of the textual content. The task to filter graphical objects is not the focus 
of the present work. In all our methods the filtering of graphical objects is achieved by a 
simple area filtering method where a component size threshold is picked to discard big 
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graphical objects which is often a minority in number as compared to the majority text 
components. Due to this assumption, very large text size which belongs to the minority 
group within the document may also be discarded as graphical object (e.g. large newspaper 
heading). In view of this, further work can be done in future in the identification of text and 
non-text objects. Instead of using the current simple area filtering method, graphical 
components may also be identified in the irregular pyramid structure on an appropriate 
pyramid level and processed accordingly. Another area that can be done in future is in the 
realignment of texts into a horizontal direction to allow for recognition. The information 
kept in the pyramid for various components can be used for future processing, such as the 
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